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Boston, Jan. 24. 1908.
T( i General Court.

In accordance with an order of the General Court of 1907,
we have the honor to transmit the following report of the
Joint Special Committee on Labor, appointed to investigate
and report on certain bills specially referred to it, relating
to labor matters and other kindred subjects.

of iflaosacljusctts.
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s under the employers liability

ng bill, Senate, No. 159) of I tl
ot the employ y be extended to Mai

ying b:i Y r
Senate, No. 204) of John J. M 1 conspiracy

in d may be bett lei
petition (with accompanying bill, House, No. 24) of M
Nichols to provide for further protection of employ
(with accompanying bill, House, No. 27) of Samuel Ross for
lation relative to picketing and to the use of injunctions in labor
disputes; petition (with accompanying bill, House, No. 28) of W. E.
Weeks, relative to peaceful picketing; petition (with accompany
bill, House, No. 23) of John J. Conway for legislation to regulat
the hours of employees of street railway companies; petition (witl

mpanying bill, House, No. 266) of W. M. Brigham for legish
bytion relative to assumption of risk by employees; petition (witl

Hcompanying bill, House, No. 366) of T. F. O’Leary for legislat
relative t and motormen of street
railway companies; petition (with accompanying bill, House N
402) of Joseph A, Parks for legislation. relative to the liability of
employers and others for injuries to employees; petition (wit
companying bill, House, No. 403) of Conrad Reno for prof
in public-service corporations; petition (with accompanying L
House, No. 409) of William H. Frazier for further legislation reh
tive to the enticing of seamen to leave their vessels; petition (wit
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accompanying bill, House, No. ( 3) of Timothy J. Buckley for
legislation relative to the liability f employers for injuries to em-

g bills, House, Nos. 765 and 766)
o permit juries to determine the

ployees; petition (with accompanyir
of P. J. MeCusker for legislation i
degree of negligence in sf tort and relative to verdicts;

House, No. 768) of Philip A.petition (with accompanying bil
Kiely for legislation to provide f
accidentally injured in the course

or compensating workmen who are
of their employment; petition (with
19) of Philip A. Kiely for legisla-accompanying bill, House, No. 7f

tion relative to the liability of employers in cases of contributory
negligence; petition (with accompanying bill, House, No. 773) of
P. W. Mansfield for legislation t o provide for safeguarding the in-

ictition (with accompanying bill,
Mansfield and another for further

terests of injured employees; p
House, No. 774) of Frederick W.
legislation relative to the liability
companying bill, House, No. 775)
tion relative to the amount of dai
recovered under the law relative t
tion (with accompanying bill, Ho
for further legislation relative to 1
(with accompanying bill, House,

f employers; petition (with ac-
f Richard S. Teeling for legisla-

mages which may be awarded and
:o the liability of employers; peti-
rase, No. 925) of William Taylor

he liability of employers; petition
No. 936) of Edward H. O’Brien

for legislation to limit and defln
relative to trade disputes between
regulate proceedings upon contem
panying bill, House, No. 941) of

the powers of courts in equity
mployers and employees and to
s therein; petition (with accom-

William J. Lyons for legislation
relative to penalties to be paid by corporations for loss of life or
injuries incurred by passengers, employees or other persons; peti-
tion (with accompanying bill, House, No. 942) of Frank K. Foster
for legislation to limit and define the powers of courts of equity
relative to trade disputes between employers and employees and to
regulate proceedings upon contempt therein; petition (with accom-
panying bill, House, No. 1032) of William N. Osgood to limit the
powers of courts of equity in trade disputes, and such kindred
subjects of legislation, if any, as may hereafter be referred to it
by concurrent vote of the two branches. Said committee shall have
authority, subject to the approval of the Governor and Council, to
employ such assistance as it may consider necessary, and its author-
ized expenses, as far as approved
together with such compensation to
mined by the Governor and Council,

by the Governor and Council,
the members as shall be deter-
shall be paid from time to time

from the treasury of the Commonwealth. It shall be furnished by
the Sergeant-at-Arms with a r m in the State House or elsewhere.
and shall be provided with stat aery and postage. It shall report

second Wednesday ofto the next General Court on or before the secoi

January next, and shall accompany its report with such recom-
mendations of legislation as it may determine to be expedient.
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Ihe Joint Special Committee on Labor submits herewith
the results of its inquiries and deliberations, and its recom-
mendations, as directed in the order of the General Cour

The committee, on its organization, July 17, found rc
ferred to it some twenty-eight measures, but from the begin
ning its work was simplified for the reason that it was found,
m examination, that most of the bills fell in two large classes,

latino; njunctions in trade disputes,
and th .endment in the present em-lor som
ployers’ liability law, or askir for the addition of a work-
mens cc ampensation act to th ■resent syst

Th mmittee from the b inning sought to secure all
on on the mat referred to it. To that

nd its public hearings were ivertised through circulars,
by personal letters and in the n papers, and it has availed

i as authorities on certain
ie questions under d an

T 1 hanks to the officials
i Labor in Washington,(

E Gettemy, the Ch f the State Bureau of Sta-(

ial positions, who haven omciai positions, wr
equest of the committei

The committee would rest ully report that thirty-seven
Inch include ning sessions at the State

House and at Fall Eiver, Ne
were held, and the widest latita

Bedford and Springfield,
as allowed all speakers.

The stenographic report of t arings covers over 1,500
ypewnt ■n p;

ifving to th jmmittee to report that, al
hough there was a great diver sity of opinion between those

■nted by the various bills andvho favored legislation repre r
those who were opposed, the sj irit of good-will and fairnes
prevailed during the hearings nd the committee desires to

this fact, inasmuch as itappreciate
icates a growing feeling of fairmindedness which must

srstanding and more harmo-
capital and organized labor.

lead to a better unde
aious relations between invested

Among those who appeared in reference to the subject
before the committee were the following-named gentlemen
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Edward Cohen, I). D. Driscoll, F. W. Mansfield, E. F.
Ward, Junius T. Auerbach, William F. Murray, Charles 11.
Ilanscom, J. G. Cooper, Arthur M. Huddell, John E. Potts,
William H. Frazier, John Ferguson, James A. Emery, Wil-
liam 11. Sayward, E. A. Whitman, Geo. W. Newton, Arthur
Lord, Henry E. Skinner, Cl
Joseph J. Feely, J. Otis War
ols, Freedom Hutchinson, Jar
Roger S. Warner, Henry Stc

as. G. Bancroft, Roger Clapp,
iwell, Jos. Lee, Malcolm Nich-
aes R. Dunbar, P. W. Linscott,
rling, S. S. Brown, Arthur J.
n J. Conway, J. Stearns Cush-Desoe, Chas. S. Sara’eant, Jc

ing, Godfrey L. Cabot.
mpers, president of the Ameri-
aeknowledged leader of organ-

)ur committee, and for a period

On August 27, Samuel G<
can Federation of Labor, the
ized labor, appeared before y
of two days clearly and logically enunciated the desires of
those he so ably represents, also what he personally believe
should be done by way of labor legislation. Just prior t
closing his remarks he informed your committee that he
declined to endorse or advocate the passage of any one of the
measures relating to injunctions which had been referred to
the committee. To quote his language:

I should protest against the passage of either or any of them.
This proposition admits of no tampering, it admits of no compro-
mise, it admits of no bill being advocated unless it be an effective
bill.

The committee has not confined itself to the question
whether it would be well to enact any of the bills specifically
referred to it, but has treated the subjects in their broadest
aspects, and has endeavored to ascertain whether any legis-
lation as to any of the various subjects was called for, and,
if so, what would be wise. The committee believes that its
recommendations will meet the demand, and set at rest some
of the doubts and difficulties which have grown out of the
application by the courts of the injunction process, to labor
disputes.
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against me J UUi»

treated by near!'

more t

set up against mem, and mat, ol all m
submitted to the judges for decision, t
in which partiality was shown by the ;
This criticism, so far as it relates to tih
setts courts, is absolutely unjust, unfoui
In no snl
more careful, more painstaking in their effo

The rights of the laboring people of the
not only sacred to them, they are sacred i
wealth. ISTo nation will become or remain
their rights are by the government thereof dis:
their prosperity and general happiness and i
stability and prosperity of the State itself,
general happiness and content the whole s
our social existence cannot be either happy i
can the great strides of our business and ir
ment be maintained, the great engines of i

tent of the great masses who toil and prod
question which confronts not only the ma
the law-maker of to-day. lie who, placec
power, would neglect to afford a remedy f
or hardships which can be remedied, or to n

1908
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of complaint, would be recreant to the trust imposed in
him. lie who would falsely create a feeling among the
masses that those in power are heedless of their rights and
interests is recreant indeed to the highest duties of citizen-
ship. He who would falsely create a feeling among the
masses of our people that our courts, which are the embodi-
ment of the love for law, order and justice found in the hearts

f our people, and made part of our government and clothed
tice and equity shall be donewith power to see to it that jr

by and be granted to all, are
recreant to the duties of that

! occupied by judges who are
high office, and partial to one
:he other, is, if possible, worseclass of our people as against

than either.
The whole body of the law is one thing. It matters not

found in the express declara-
irm of a statute, commanding,

whether a provision of law be
tion of the Legislature in the f

n thing, or whether it be found
court or in that great body of
3n law or in the Constitution.

forbidding or allowing a certai
in the general powers of the

)wn as the comn
, wherever found, are binding
>f our laws is found the power,
mart which is approached by a
nee, asking for certain rights,
irts to act as they have in the

All of the provisions of law
pon all. And in this body

and likewise the duty, of a c
petitioner with certain evide
which has compelled the cor
issuance of injunctions. W1 n the property rights of any

jsort to the jurisdiction of the
being injured and seriously
lat person to petition the court
presents to the justice of the
court finds as a fact that such
ured and seriously threatened

; being violated and injured in
quate remedy, it is not discre-

person who has the right to r
courts of Massachusetts are
threatened, it is the right of tl
for relief. Alien that person

upon which the
property rights are being inj
and are in imminent danger o;

a manner which leaves no ade
tionary with that justice, in t
pleases, to issue or not to issue
injury. It may be his duty as

le sense that he may do as he
an injunction restraining such
much to issue that injunction,

under such circumstances, as it is the duty of a soldier, when
properly commanded by his superior, to level his gun at his
fellow-man, and it may be very distasteful. In the law
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today is as plainly written as is possible: It is the duty of the
judge who, having determined, upon the evidence presented
before him, that such rights as the law says it is the duty of
the courts to guard have been violated and are being violated,
and irreparable injury thereto is imminent, to issue the
court’s injunction restraining the wrongdoing. It is in no

use discretionary with him, whether he will use the power
given him to protect the rights of our citizens from irreparable
injury in such case. It is his duty. Any possible discretion
which the judge has in this matter is not a whimsical discre-
tion in the sense that he can, after determining what the
rights of the parties are, and what his duty to them is, do as
he pleases about performing that duty. To fail to do his duty
would of course be misconduc . His likes and dislikes ought

discretion is so circumscribed
that he is not at liberty to do
determine is the duty of any

not influence his actions. His
by law and rules of procedure
else than that which he sha
judge under the law and all th

It is impossible, and it wouh
rcumstancei

I be unwise, to cover the whole
field of wrongdoing by criminal statutes and provisions. In
that field of wrongdoing not
of the justices of the courts of

vered it ia made the duty

piity to as far protect against
n of the criminal law to pro-rongdoing as it is the intentmg as it is the mtentic

ngdoing within its fiel i. Our courts have been set
upon the judge has been put
has no choice in the matter

up with that thought in mind
that burden and duty, and 1
when the facts call for the i f the court’s power. A jus-

ng on the bene. unally lament that our
hen a petition for a di-

tie

id ut upon the evidence,
rer he will or will not issue

A he petition for an injunc-
and is his line of conduct.tion: duty, not discretion, r

Ther t honestly, if they would,n

hange th lance of injunctions,

resentation of certainnor pre
idence. The I an remedy the situation ifn

it needs remedying

in our courts since they werehe equity power ha
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c

first established. The right of the individual to ask and
receive the aid of the court to protect him in his rights when
they are being violated has been co-existent. Yet no case
is shown or known to the committee in which the courts have
issued injunctions when the evidence presented did not war-
rant the issuance of an injunction under the law as it is; nor
has any case been testified of in which, for the violation of

been imposed such, as men
ivere; nor has any case been
found a violation of the in-

the injunction, punishment ha;
would generally agree was too
presented in which a judge ha
junction to have been committe
probably have so found.

i, in which a jury would not

The question involved is in n o sense a question of the per-
Massachusetts has now, as itsonnel of our judges, of which

has always had, just cause to b ie proud
Should the Legislature do

what may it do wisely to limit
tion, that conditions may be
growth of any possible existim
of our citizens, whose rights s

anything about it, and, if
the scope or use of the injunc-
bettered, and to prevent the
feeling on the part of a class
and equal to all others before

the law, that the courts are
The feeling does exist, an

against them

to be feared that it is grow

red at, when we realize thating. This is not wc

are found personamong those high in authority talk of

Hie law as to injunctions is technical, a
ninds. Hence such statementsunderstood

those who presumably have knowledge are inflainmat

The Great and General ( k

\

nterest of the wh

ILabor 1)

aling with the subject may be proYarn
are been suggested, by the bills before tlthe

nnnuttf
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f
c

Some of the bills purpose that no injunction shall issue in
cases of labor disputes. Ho person has been found who will
say that he believes that, when the rights of any of our citi-
zens are being injured, and further injury is imminent and
threatened by any one, or by any number of persons, the
courts should be left helpless to stay the hand that would
inflict the wrong. Then let us suppose a case: A present
to the court his petition, alleging that B, C, D and many
fliers, by conspiracy, by threats, by intimidation, by annoy
nces, by wrongdoing in many ways are injuring the prop

erty and property rights of the petitioner and his rights
to the free pursuit of life and happiness, and that further
wrong and damage thereto is imminent and threatened. His
attorney appears in court, presents his evidence, which if
uncontradicted must and does convince beyond a doubt that
the allegations of the petition are true. This is such a case,
thus far, that no person would say that, under usual circum-
tances, the power of the court to stay the hand and prevent
uch conduct and injury should be taken away. Then, can

any person with responsibility upon him say that he will
recommend the passage of a law which would leave it in the
power of the attorney wh iears tor the respondents to
ry to the court: “ The respondents do not deny the facts as

the witntitled of by the witnesses for the petitioner; they are true.
f the petitioner are being injured, and

nd mum

n andrt r

rue, I H

hen
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ought not to be by statute provided that whoever wishes may
push the law aside by creating a labor dispute. We must
frame our laws so they will be lust to all. But, whenWS so they will be just to all. But when
the law is framed we must not provide by law, that when a
labor dispute arises, the law must subside. One law for all
citizens at all times is a principle which must not be aban-
doned. It would be the plainest violation of this principle
to provide by law that when two cases are presented to court
for injunctions, where the facts are otherwise identical, an
injunction should be issued restraining those wrongfully in-
juring A, in whose establishment there is no labor dispute;
but denying similar protection to B, where there is a labor
dispute, -which perhaps he could not prevent.

Reasonable Persuasion Permissibl
Organized labor complains that, when a labor dispute arises

in which the laboring men are striving for what they believe
to be their rights and in the interests of humanity and their
owm uplifting, their constitutional rights are being interfered
with by the unwarranted use of the equity power of our
courts.

They do not intend that it should be provided that an in-
junction should not issue when there is a labor dispute under
circumstances which -would warrant its issuance if there were
no labor dispute. The reading of some of the bills and some
of the statements of persons arguing that some legislation
should be enacted would create the impression that that was
just what was desired, and some men may so intend; but the
most thoughtful advocates of legislation have no such thing
in mind. Their position is more truly stated, by saying that
the facts and conditions existing in times of labor disputes,
and on which and because of which injunctions do issue, ought
not to be sufficient reasons for their issuance whether there
is or is not a labor dispute; and that the scope of the injunc-
tions issued at such times both in the things forbidden and
the persons to be affected by it are too sweeping in their
terms. Arguments along these lines have force. A ref-
erence to some injunctions which have been issued (for
which see Appendix) will show that among the things for-
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bidden is the persuading of persons in the petitioner’s employ
to leave that employment without giving the notice required
by the contract of hiring. It is claimed that this is an inter-
ference with the right of free speech, i.e., to provide, by
injunction or otherwise, that A shall not argue with, reason
with and if possible persuade B that any act of B which the

ts will not by injunction prevent B from doing and i
best for B to do, or, if not best for him in a material sense, is
of such worth to his fellow man that he ought for the general
good to do it, is an unwarrantable interference with the rights
of A. Especially is this so, when such persuasion is sought

be prevented, not at the instance of B, but the instance
third party, C, the employer of B, which is the usual

There may have been some reason in so limiting the
' O

f persuasion in times and countries, assuming B to
be tlie servant of C, when and wherein the theory was held
that the servant was not an independent and free agent,
capable of deciding, for himself, wherein lay his own best
interests, or what his duties to others were; or when it was
held that the master had a sort of quasi right of property in
his servant, and in his ability to render service. Here all
men are born free and equal, and if we treat the laborer as a
free agent, as one competent to decide for himself as to his
own conduct, as possessing a mind able rightly to direct his
own acts, and all of this is clearly his right and his posi-
tion before the lawg the reasons for saying that others
shall not appeal to his reason vanish.

Here, again, let us suppose a case. C, the employer, se-
cures an injunction against A and others, restraining them

s employ and break their agreements and contracts under
which they are working. B, one of C’s employees, goes tc
As house to take dinner with him and to talk over the matter

her it is for B’s best interests that she should stop

join tl
he is to live with her f

ml
nt the happi that it

if important
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me true to the best interests of the whole, and willing to do
her share in the common cause of bringing about better con
ditions for the laboring people, for the improvement of which
the strike occurred. Suppose Ato be the brother-indaw of
B, and that A feels that, in the long run, it is much better for
B that she should quit work and join the strikers. A knows
that B cannot afford to lose the wages she would earn during
the strike, but he, A, is amply able and desirous of offering
B the opportunity of coming into his home to live until the
strike is over. B has told A that she will be persuaded absc
lutely by his decision in the matter. What shall be regarded
as proper conduct on the part of A ? The offer of his support
to his sister-in-law would under most circumstances be re

as a praiseworthy act. Shall he persuade Bto quit
work? It is clearly in violation of the injunction. The
courts would not enjoin B from leaving the employ of C, thus
compelling her to live up to her contract. Enforced labor,
except where it is compelled for criminal conduct, is slavery.
Then why may not A persuade B to not do that which the

will not forbid Btodo ? A statement of the case seems
nviction that injunctions enjoining A fron

mg B in the supposed case is an interference with the
natural rights of citizens, and it is believed that such injun
tions are not necessary to control any conditions which may

arise. It is the unquestionedright of any citizen to work for
whom he pleases, when he pleases. And in the pursuant
this right lie has the right to not be interfered with by threats,
intimidations and other annoyances; and the power of tin
courts to prevent such interference should not be taken away

The condition usually in mind at times of labor disputes is
wherein one set of employees are desirous of workin

and are being interfered with and annoyed in the pursui
so work; and this may have
sweeping in their terms. It

their natural and legal right
led to the injunctions being
would be very natural to seek to protect their rights in the
injunctions. But it must be remembered that they are not
the petitioner for the injunction, but the employer C is; and
the question is not as to the right of persons seeking employ-
ment to be freed from those annoyances in mind, but the
right of a third party to control what may be said by A to B.
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1

Phe laboring classes are right-minded and are law-abidin
Confidence in this suggests that no harm can come from
providing that all our citizens may at all times appeal to
the reasoning power of all others to induce or persuade them
to do anything or not to ,do anything the doing of which or
not doing of which is not an offence under our law, and i
not the doing of any act which the courts under their great
equity powers will prevent. We therefore recommend the

age of the following bill:

what sh
heieter

r

hat 1

ings which it
forbidder

that the- Great and General Court

late presei n
(

the (vc

nasior an

A.n Act to begulate the Issuance oe Inji

he province of the Great and General Court to detc
Gonstitutio:
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but to declare that it shall be unlawful to do that act; where-
upon the courts may, as now, issue injunctions forbidding
such persuasion. The bill, therefore, may be said to provide
a. sliding scale which will fit the conditions, however the
Great and General Court shall determine what shall be lawful

Injunctions not to be limited by the Criminal Lav
It is argued by some that the power to issue injunctions

should be, if it is not, limited to the enjoining of acts which
are under the law offences, and that if these acts complained
of in the petitions for injunctions in labor disputes are not
already made offences under the law, that they should be
so made if they are wrong; and upon this idea is based the
suggestion of providing, as in House, No. 27, that no in-
junction shall be issued in the case of a labor dispute restrain-
ing the employer or the employees from the commission of
any acts which if committed by one person alone would not
be a breach of the peace or a violation of statute law or of the
municipal ordinance or town by-law.

Such provision is based upon the false theory that in the
riminal statutes alone are described all of the acts which the

people of the Commonwealth have stamped with their disap-
by the people to be forbidden,
of the acts which the people

anel all the acts intended
punished or prevented. If all
have determined to forbid and revent, and have furnished

criminal, the provisions ofmeans to prevent, were made
House, No. 27, would have no effect whatever upon the law

sense meet the desire of those
to the issuance of injunctions

>f injunctions; and would in nc
leeking legislation in reference

in trade disputes. What they are concerned in is the determi-
nation of what they may or may not lawfully do, and what

may or may not be restrained by the courts. It must be
that their purpose is to be law-abiding, and therefor

it can make no difference to them whether these acts are made
criminal, and so prevented, or prevented by the injunction

now. No one would argue that an unlawful act or inter
ference with the lawful rights of any person should be per-
mitted to be done by as many as saw fit to do it, just because
it had not been made an offence under the law.
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1

I

It is also based upon the theory that what it is lawful for
ne to do it should be lawful for any number to do, and that

the contrary has been ruled by the court
While some urge that the courts should restrain nothin

xcept what has by statute been made an offence, others argue
hat the courts should not invade the field of the criminal
aw; and so we hear the complaint that the courts are restrain

ing the commission of crimes, though all acknowledge that it
would be well if crimes could be prevented. The violation of

criminal statute is punished as a wrong against the Staff
r the public. The injunction is used to prevent injury to i
rivate interest. An act which is an injury to a private in

terest may be made also a crime against the State by providing
by statute that he who does it shall be punished. It was never

id, by making an act, which was an injury to private
property rights, a crime, to provide that it could no longer b
prevented. The court seeks to prevent the injury to th
individual’s right of property. If it succeeds in doing this,
it necessarily prevents the commission of the crime also. It

not restrain the act because it is a crime, but quite
regardless of the fact. And the restraining does no less good
when the act of injury is a crime than when it is not. Much

rguments on the one handit of the
confined to restraining actsinjunctions should be
in the other hand, that theyInch are made offences; and,

ight to be confined to the field of wrongdoing which has not
me. The theory of one contention is that what

hall be regarded as right and what as wrongful conduct is for
ture, and that until the Legislature has put its

roval upon any conduct by making it punish-
able it ought to be considered both lawful and permissible.
The theory of the other contention is that when the Legisla-

re makes an act permissible it intends that the prevention
f such act should be left entirely to the influence of the fear

he courts have been created by the pt

in prescribed limits, the will of the
They should do nothing less nor more. If the theory that

ourt to declare the will of theis for the Great and General (

ered lawful and what wrongwhat shall be consi!Oplf
Legislature disapproves cer-il conduct, and that until th
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tain conduct by providing punishment therefor it shall be
permitted, were adopted, he., that until the voice of the peo-
ple, through the Legislature, was heard saying what conduct
might be forbidden and restrained, the courts could not re
strain it, the courts would soon be cleared of all criticism t
which they are now subjected. It would become manifest to

(hose who now criticise and to those who feel that the courts
lire inimical to their interests and partial against them, that
the courts were but carrying out the will of the majority a
expressed in the acts of the Great and General Court, which
is the voice of the people. Much good might be accomplished
by the adoption of this as the principle governing the issuing

injunctions. It all amounts to saying that no injunction
hall issue restraining any acts except those which the people

have elected by criminal statute to declare unlawful. This
icems reasonable and confidence that the people, through its
Legislature, would soon put this stamp of disapproval upon
all misconduct, brings conviction that such a course would
restore universal confidence in our courts without permittin;
wrong to be done. This is a result much to be desired. It i
well, then, to compare that method of controlling men
actions and protecting men’s rights, and the use of injunction
in the furtherance of that control and that protection, with
the present method. Such comparison may do much to clear
up the much-misunderstood subject of the granting of in-
junctions by the court, and much to convince all persons that
injunctions by the courts have only been used in our Common-
wealth to insist upon the “ voice of the people ” as expressed
in our laws being obeyed, and never to prevent the will of
he people being carried out. As has been said in this report,
■' The whole bodv of our laavs is one thing,” and that whole

body of our laws is the “ voice of the people,” and obedience
to nothing else than this “ voice of the people ” has been
insisted upon by our courts by the use of injunctions. When
the people adopted their Constitution, securing to each and
all the most precious rights of men, they solemnly agreed that
those rights should not be violated; that they should not be
violated either by the act of one as against the many nor by
the acts of many as against the one; that the strong and the
weak should alike respect them. More than this, they pro-
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ided that those rights should not be lessened or changed even
y a majority of or by the whole people, through legislation
r otherwise, save by the careful method pointed out in that
Constitution. That method secures deliberation, and assures

ainst any change which does not meet with the approval
:h of the people’s representatives and the direct approval of

) people themselves. What rights are secured to the whole
uple, or to each, by the Constitution, which right-minded
n would take away? None. Time has demonstrated the

isdom of the provisions of our Constitution. The Constitu-
tor needs no defence. No man or class of men would delib-
ately vote, while that Constitution remains our solemn
mpact, that itmight be violated by any one, however mighty

1 however lowly, by individuals or by combinations, however
ul. Nor that there should be no tribunal representing

e people with full powers in behalf of the people, to insist
>on obedience thereto. Combinations of the lowly may be

rong, but if there is any class of people who can afford less
lan another to make less protected their constitutionally
■cured rights, it is the lowly. Property may be left to take
ire of itself, but the more sacred rights of the individual
mnot be too securely guarded.
Therefore, the argument sometimes used, viz., “ that the

se of injunction to prevent acts not declared by statute to
: criminal or unlawful, or to compel conduct not insisted
eon by any statute of the Commonwealth, shows that our
mrts act without warrant from the people or without their
rection,” falls to the ground.
The whole body of our laws, consisting of the constitutional
•©visions, the equity power of the courts given them by the
•ople, the statutes of the Commonwealth, and that great
>dy of our laws known as the common law, is the law of the
nd. It is all and in each part alike the voice of the people,
id from a study of nothing less than it all can it be ascer-
ined what is the voice of the people. The courts have not
ted in this without warrant or without direction nor other-
iso than in obedience to the voice of the people who created
em, as the wish of the people has by them been found to be

The only difference between this proposed metl
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when injunctions restraining conduct which the
should he prevented and the present is the selec-

nil

tion of the place where we shall consider as the proper place
to find recorded the people’s will. The proposed method ig-
nores the Constitution, the rules of equity and the common
aw, and selects the statutes alone as that place; and this is

its error. The present method ignores no part, hut selects the
whole law of the land as the record of the people’s will, and
this is the justice of it. It is for the people of a State t
determine what acts they may lawfully do and what shall h
considered unlawful; and the courts should not restrain act
which the people have declared lawful, they have not been
empowered to do so, nor have they restrained them. Th
proposed legislation is based upon the mistaken notion that in
the statutes alone is recorded the voice of the people, declar-
ing what is lawful and what may be done. The practice
under the proposed method of determining what the people’s
will is would be made identical with the present practice by
the passage of an act which would provide that “ Whoever
injures the rights of another shall be punished by a fine of
one dollar.” The only difference between the methods will
be found in the answer of the people to the question, Ho
far ought some of our citizens be at liberty to injure the
rights of others? Confidence in the people’s sense of justice
compels the belief that Were such a law needed to protect the

rights of all it would be speedily enacted. We have refrained
from discussing the constitutional questions involved in the
passage of any of the proposed legislation, as it tends to con-

use, and may well he postponed until the Legislature is con
sidering the passage of some certain bill.

Many mai/ not he restrained from■ doing what One mag la
fully do.

The proposition that it is lawful for any number of per-
sons to do a thing which if done by one is lawful has been
frequently urged as the statement of a legal principle in re-
sisting injunctions against persons alleged to be seeking to
injure some persons or firm by combination and unity of ac-
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tion. It is much urged as
form legislation in reference

basic principle upon which tca

the same subjects, and it has
been discussed in the public prints. The proposition that it
shall be lawful for a number of persons to do any act whichany act which
if done' by one would be lav
sounds as if based upon and
puts an idea very adroitly,

ful is very alluring, and indeed
containing a truism. It at least

much so that eminent indsf
have found it difficult to formulate the legal basis upon which
is upheld the contention that it is not always true. In the
case of Curren v. Galen, 152 N. Y. 33, is found the follow

It is earnestly contended by defe idants’ counsel, however, that, as
’endants has the right to refuse to patronize the;16

will discontinue
ing plaintiff’s stoves, therefore tl y may combine in their refusal

hin other words, that there cannot an unlawful combination where
each member thereof might do, individually, the thing contemplated,
without responsibility to the law therefor. This contention has much

undoubtedly difficult to formulate the legal
1 is lawful for one to do becomesoasis of the proposition that what
unlawful when done in eombinati n. It seems to evade accurate
analv

Justice Holmes, in Vegelahn Guntner, in a similar man

us about the propositi n, and add

It would be rash to sav that sort lated truth mayy

ot be hidden under this propositi

Ai inion thi arned son of Massa

But, however unsatisfactory may be the statement of the as yet
.mformulated truth hidden under the proposition, the proposition

f is too firmly engrafted upon both the civil and criminal law

Of course the proposition spoken of by Mr. Justice Holme
is that “ what is lawful for one to do becomes unlawful when

ne in combination.’
In many cases is found sim ur reasoning upon this pr

would be the effect ofh
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passage of a law providing that “ it shall be lawful for any
number of persons to do that which if done by one person
is lawful.” And a study of this
suggestion that there has been 1

proposition itself leads to the
ft out of all the reasoning in
subject an essential element,
much to clear up this vexed

the books and decisions on this
the supplying of which will dc
question.

A thousand times any given thing is not the same as the
thing itself. The thing produced by multiplying the given
thing by a thousand is the thing which the combination of
persons are restrained from d
thing which the one may do
that which the one may do h
duced by the multiplication,
are restrained from doing the
do lawfully. The many may
one may lawfully do. The

)ing, and not the original given
lawfully. The given thing is
wfully, and not the thing pro-
ISTeither the many nor the one
given thing which the one may
do that given thing which the
single person is not restrained

from doing that which the many are restrained from doing,
not because it would be lawful for him to do it, but because
there is no fear that he will, it being quite impossible. In-
junctions are never properly granted unless there is a likeli-
hood that the acts restrained will be committed if not en-
joined. They are not properly granted to prevent trivial
injuries. It is this which leads to the granting of injunctions
restraining the many in their unlawful combinations and com-
mon purpose to injure, while the single individual is not
restrained, though he might wish to do that serious harm
which the many threaten. In the case of the many the
greater injury, the thing produced by multiplying the given
thing by a thousand, is imminent, for they are powerful
enough to do it. In the case of the individual the greater
injury is not imminent; he has not the power to inflict it.
The court would not issue an injunction restraining A, who,
without any purpose to injure, occasionally when sprinkling
his own lawn let some of the water pass, over his line onto
the land of B. It may be an actual benefit to B’s land, and
by enhancing the good appearance of B’s lawn he a benefit
to the community. Then why, it may be asked, should any
number of persons be restrained from doing that which A
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may do ? The answer to which plainly is, certainly they
should not he. They must, however, remember that the thine
which A is permitted to do is to occasionally, without pur-
pose of injury, and without inflicting serious injury, allow
a small quantity of water to sprinkle onto B’s lawn, and that
the permission or guaranty of lack of restraint promised in
the answer to the question in no sense warrants the flooding
of B’s land, in any event, nor any act done with the purpose
to injure. That would not be the same thing which A was
permitted to do. It would be the thing produced by multi-
plying the given thing (A’s act) by a thousand.

Au injunction recently issued in the case of the Buck’
Stove and Range Company v. The American Federation of
Labor et al in the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
In this case the principle alluded to was contended for. The
injunction which issued did not restrain the many from do-
ing anything which it would he lawful for a single individual
to do. The ground for the injunction was the greater injury,

the thing produced by the multiplication of the thing
which an individual would not be restrained from doing by a
thousand, or in that ease by many thousands. The thing re-
strained in that case was the boycott, which has been defined
as “ a combination of many to cause a loss to one person by
coercing others, against their will, to withdraw from him
their beneficial business intercourse, through threats that, un-
less those others do so, the many will cause serious loss to
them.”

A single individual would not be restrained from such an
act, but this would be true not because such an act would be
lawful if done by him, but because it would be quite im-
possible for him alone to inflict the injury which at the hands
of the many was imminent. The confusion in thought upon
this proposition has arisen by not recognizing that the thing
which one is allowed to do is an entirely different thing from
that which the many are restrained from doing. Is it not
true to-day that it is lawful for any number of persons to do
any act or thing which if done by one is lawful ?

If in answer to this it be urged that when the many are
doing the greater injury it is held that any one of the
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many may be and sometimes is restrained, the argument but
strengthens the one herein made, because it shows that no
longer is the act of the one deemed to be lawful, and for the
reason that another sound legal principle is brought into use,
viz., that an act done by a number of persons in furtherance
f a common purpose is in law the act of each. Hence when

person is found in combination with others the
greater injury threatened by all is the act which he is en-
gaged in doing and from the doing of which he is restrainc

Wo venture the statement that in no case which has been
iecided would the decision have been different had the prop-

ition that what it is lawful for one to do many may law-
fully do been held to be sound

The difficulty in formnlatii a legal principle which will
refute the statement that it is lawful for any number of per
sons to do that which if done by one person is lawful prob-
ably, we venture to say, grows out of the fact that the state-
ment is, after all, a well-formulated legal principle itself.
This suggests that the passage of such a statute as above sug-
gested would be but to enact the present law, and that it
would have no effect upon the power of the court to issue in-
junctions, nor upon the actual practice in injunction cases.

Trial by Jury in Cases of Contempt.
Other hills provide that after an injunction has issued,

and it is alleged that A is violating its provisions, he shall
have, when such accusation is made against him, a right to
trial by jury.

The right to trial by a jury selected from one’s fellow citi-
zens is valuable and much revered, and naturally our citizens
are much concerned when it is insinuated that they are being
deprived of it. It is not, however, and never was intended
to be, of universal application to all circumstances. Ho one
would claim that it should be granted to one in the deter-
mination of the fact whether A in the presence of the court is
interfering with the administration of justice by the court;
nor to one who out of the court’s presence is persistently try-
ing to wrongfully influence a jury as to what it should do in a
case on trial in court, before the court should have the power
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train and prevent the misconduct. Trial by jury of
questions of fact should be granted wherever it can safely be
granted. On the other hand, the whole structure of society
the welfare of the Commonwealth itself, which means the
welfare of all and each of her citizens, is only secure when
her citizens agree that when
commands, the voice of the

the Commonwealth speaks and
whole people speaks and com-

mands in the interests of the whole and each of her citizens.
and that that command must be obeyed. And when that
whole power of the Commonwealth, through her courts, her
authorized agent in that behalf, after deliberate determina-
tion, says to any of her citizens, “ Complaint has been made,
and I find as a fact that you and others are wrongly inter-

with and injuring the legally secured rights of your

fellow citizen, and in the name of the Commonwealth y

are commanded to refrain from this wrongdoing, as wrong i
described in the laws governing you and all our citizens,’
he person so addressed in the interests of all alike must

understand that, whether he will or won’t, whether he 1
that what the law says is w

hardship little or great, he

The person who sets himself, his own likes, whims or in
rests above the interests of the whole Commonwealth, and

vhen the Commonnduct

n and commanded, “ I will not obc as

PI
appeal and ask for trial by

ary or otherwise, when the father of that little
mg convinced that he persistently disobeys hi

little child
nt. The father may con

apon evidence presented to him that the child has disol
It may have disobt

am lack of understanding, or for var
not have inflicted

Far better is it, however, that the child should 1
punished when he should not bo, than that there should 1

from the father the right to administer punisl
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when lie finds that disobedience is the bent of the child’s con-
duct. It is better for the father; it is better for the child; it
is better for the whole household. When any justice of our
courts speaks to any of our citizens and says, “ The interest

the community demands it, and I, appointed by the Com-
uwealth, with the purpose and the power to restrain your

wrongdoing, command you that you shall not strike, that your
hand, raised against your fellow shall drop by your side, that

ou must let him alone in the pursuit of his rights under the
iws of the Commonwealth,” little harm need be feared from
he existence of the power of the court to determine, as it now
ietermines, whether its orders have been disobeyed, and to

n obedient
The only argument which has weight in favor of changing

the method of determining whether the terms of an injunc-
tion have been violated, is that by reason of the untoward
criticisms of the actions of the judges in the granting of
injunctions from persons in high and low positions there has
been created and fostered a feeling on the part of certain
lasses of our citizens that the courts are set up against them,

and that rights intended to be secured to them by the Consti-
tution and Declaration of Rights are being taken away; and

to add to their rights the right of jury trial, on the
lestion whether they have been guilty of violations of the

rs of the courts, for which, if found guilty, they are tc
punished, would have a tendency to allay and correct that

impression. This argument has much weight; the impression
r, a false one, and it may well be hoped that dis-

ion of the true relations of the judges to the process of
ij unctions will stop unjust criticisms of them, and allay this
jeling. If wrong is being done, if natural rights of our

being interfered with by the injunctions issued,
ny change in methods of determining the facts as to the
iolation of the injunction affords no remedy, will not put a

stop to the interference or reduce its extent; it is a mere
makeshift. A jury would but honestly determine the facts,
and they are so determined now.

law the court may frame issues for a
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jury. In any event, if a jury trial is made compulsory, a
bond to secure against further injury should be provided for

Another hardship in the use of injunctions in labor disputes
has been pointed out to your committee; namely, that when
a labor dispute, either a strike or a lockout, occurs, and fol-
lowing the same it is alleged that the lawful rights of the
employer are being violated, and application for injunction
is made, and evidence produced that they are being violated
by the former employees or those in sympathy with them,
an injunction issues restraining all the members of the organ-
ization to which the former employee belonged from doing
the acts complained of and forbidden by the injunction. That
often and generally in such cases the officers of that organiza-
tion, its leading members, and indeed the great majority of
its members, are not only themselves refraining from doing
any of the acts complained of, but are in all possible ways
inducing and persuading all the members of the organization
and all others having sympathy with the employees in the
dispute from doing any of the acts complained of or re-
strained. Such persons very naturally say: “ Why include

raining order, when you do not restrain th
vhole world ? We are no more tainted than any other citizen

by any claim that we are doing any of these acts, and the
facts are, we are not doing them, but are doing all that in us

either.” This course of
awful conduct is naturally the trend of the leaders and off

cers in such organizations, for they well know that a strike
argely before the bar of public opinion, and

re than an interfere
rts, which amounts to the public declaration that the

are violating the provisions of law. Indeed, it is to be feared
that the injunction is often sought by certain employers 1

able injury to their property rights
f securing from the courts thi

declaration that the laws are being broken by the strikers. I
What harm does it do those members of sucl

ioing any of the wrongfulrganization,
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complained of, and do not intend or desire to do them, that
they are restrained from their
full answer to the proposition,
them does declare in effect, if
mind that those persons named

doing? ” But this is not a

The injunction restraining
not in terms, to the public
>r described in the injunction

are violating the law and committing wrongful acts, and it
does have an effect on the public mind against them. It might
be no hardship that A is required to give bond to keep the
peace, when he has no intention of doing otherwise; but he
naturally dislikes the insinuation that he has the contrary
intent. This scope of the injunction should be, so far as it
can be, limited to those doing and intending to do the wrong-
fnl acts complained of. The same parties who it is alleged
are doing these wrongful acts may belong to various organiza-
tions and societies, but all members of such other organiza-
tions and societies are not restrained or enjoined; and it may

e, ifnot the other, since neither
ing, nor in sympathy with the

naturally be argued why the oi

organization as a whole are d
doing of, such wrongful acts,

including persons who are ah
out of the necessities of the c

This scope of the injunction
lutely law-abiding has grown
3. It is very difficult to sug-
this scope of the injunctionsst any limitation by lav

which it would be wise to ena •t

; will so far as possible remedy
the injunction, and that no

Should the Great and General
i'ht be of benefit that it have
wing out of our study of the

It is believed that the court
this objectionable feature of
legislation will be necessary.
Court think otherwise, it mi
jelore it any suggestions

following bill is herewith sub-
ndations in reference thereto,

proposition, and therefore th
mittcd without any recomu

he intention being to leave the Great and General Court a
liberty to act as it seems wi

1 No injunction in any case wherein it is not alleged and proven
2 that the tangible property of the petitioner is being injured, or

3 injury thereto is imminent, or that such property is likely to be
4 lost to the petitioner, shall issue restraining all the members of
3 any society or organization without proof that such society or
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aibor all of its m
lined of in th

are taking part in the wi

the injunction, u:petit

iciety or organiza-

:mb' manner as the court
10 may direct, and to such respondents toity

of

The tribunal of public opini n is the only tribunal other
than the Legislature itself bef which labor organizations,

re-ely for the benefitin id uplifting of the toiling
s, can appeal to secure to themselves what they believe
their just proportion of the joint product of labor and

ital, and in that appeal they should be left as free and
untrammcll ;d as it is possible to leave them. They are as

) left before the Legislature, and they oughthey oi

union. It may be
and

isideration in the Great and General Court than
The won-

rful years in the production andment ot la
ing the world’s necessities andinvention of macinn

desires with less labor than formerly would naturally n
if it has r resulted, in the laboring classes, who do not own

uch machinery and the patents thereon, gettingand control
less than their share of tl benefits to mankind afforded

>n of this machinery. This isby the invei tion and product
readil when an extren ;e is cited. If we would be
happy as a people, means mi be furnished to him whc

labor wherelwillir may get a decent livelihood.
machine or machinery whichSuppose the invention of a
to produce all that the worldwould make it easily possible

needs by one-tenth of the labor now required. Is it best for
the whole community that tl technical owner of that ma-
chine shall disregard the ne ities of the community at
large, and only pay those wh il the same wages per hour
that they now get, when th
tenth of the opportunity to lal
than it was before ? Better fi

ft to them only one
lor, thus leaving labor worse off
ar for the world at large that a

port
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new order of distribution of the
machine, and labor shall be w
owning the machine, should tak(
which might be conferred on m
vention of such machinery. T
to secure to itself its fair share
it should be left as free handed

joint product of capital, the
)rked out, than that capital,
unto itself all of the benefits

ankind as a whole by the in-
aerefore, in labor’s struggles

the advantages of progrc
as is possible, consistent with

the lawful rights of all the people. And with this principle
in view the scope of the injunction, in its terms, as to the
things forbidden by it and as to the persons to be reached by
it, should be limited to the absolute needs of the power issuing
and enforcing them.

All of the proposed legislation as to injunctions relates
either to the question, What shall be restrained by the courts
of equity ? or to the procedure and practice before the court;
relative to procuring from the courts an injunction by partie;
seeking the protection of their property; or, in other words

awful conduct under the whole
the method of the enforcement

first, as to what shall be uni
body of our laws; and second,
of that conduct through the
has been determined what sh
may not be done by any of on
and this is the province of th(

power of the courts. When it
all be lawful conduct and what
r citizens as against the rest, —

legislative body, —• little harm
will or can be done by making or leaving the process of en-
forcement as free as possible from technicality, as free a
possible from delay, and by leaving with the courts all the
power which they have to see to it that that which has been
or shall be determined by law to be unlawful conduct is re-
strained as speedily and as effectively as is possible.

It is with the question, Where shall be the line between
what shall be regarded as lawful and unlawful conduct ? that
the Great and General Court will be principally concerned.
It will also, as it should, be careful to see to it that no one
is prevented from pursuing his legal rights so long as he
refrains from thereby interfering with the established legal
rights of others. We must recognize the principle that th
legal rights of each of us end where the legal rights of
the others begin. There cannot be in A legal rights ineon
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sistent with the legal rights of B. Just how far A’s rights
shall or do extend, what he may do and what he may not do
as against B, must be judicially determined, not upon the
ground of likes or dislikes, as between one part, and the other
part, of the inhabitants of the Commonwealth, but upon the
basis of justice, holding the rights of each and all of the citi-
zens of the Commonwealth equally valuable and equally
precious. Neither in determining what shall be right and
lawful, nor in the matter of the enforcement of the deter-

handled on the basis of theurination, must it be left >r
whimsical direction of any tr bunal established by the people

the Commonwealth for their government. This must beii

the rul ning the determination by the legislative bodyir

of tl n, What shall be lawful ? and also governing
the enforcement of that determination by all other tribunals

Any other theory means aiy it is to enlorc
archy, and not government

of the Commonw
wrongdoing on the part of any f her citizens. Of necessity,
the Legislature cannot act of it If in the performance of this
duty with the promptness which ion may require. There-
fore, there must be some tribun al to whom will be given the
power of construing the lav of the Commonwealth and
the determinationof the right f all citizens thereunder, and
the power to enforce that det rmination and protect such
rights. Whether that tribun in any given case decides

have that tribunal,rightly or wrongly, we must n

hat power. Otherwise, theand that tribunal must 1
Commonwealth i ust be found inadequatepower

not have a government of andto enforce its 1
wisely chosen as that tribunalby laws. The courts have been
lonwealth, and to curtail itsto act in behalf of the Conn

proceeding. The lawspowers is m an
ly framed on the theorydefining those powers cann

ibunal, nor has there everof lack of confidence in that
the performance of the dutiesbeen in the ac r courts ir

igned to them anything whi h should tend to beget lack of
confidence. The committee therefore recommend that no
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dation curtailing the power of the courts to construe
law, nor, when construed, enforce obedience thereto by
3ur citizens alike, be passed.

leg
the
all
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The undersigned, a minority of the committee, feel com-
pelled to dissent in part from the conclusions of the majority.

There is nothing so difficult to define or amend as the so-
called unwritten law, and the power of issuing injunctions

lems of this class, and necessi-of the perplexing pro!
lligent consideration.tates the most careful and int

Much as we may desire to rant the requests of petitioners
i their personal views, we musting legislation agreeable

Ises to sway our better judg-not allow our generous impi
ment.

slature, and it owes a sacredIt is the duty of the Le
obligation to society, to pass only such laws as will safeguard

tizens and do injustice to none. The courts are
he people’s bulwark of safety, to whose unbiassed judgment

nay safely appeal, with assurance of a fair hearing, care-
al justice. If in some remoteful consideration and imparti

case a justice has gone too far in the language used in aa

restraining order, if he was too sweeping, to the extent of
interfering with the personal or constitutional rights of indi-
viduals, it does not follow that a time-honored custom of

hould be radically changed, or the power
ur courts restricted to the extent of endangering fixed

jeopardizing the rights of others, of equal value
in the eyes of the law as the rights of those who may hav
cause of complaint in the premise

In our judgment, the bill proposed by the majority would
open up a whole line of injurious possibilities, and the evil
complained of would be augmented by others of greater

magnitude.
No sincere friend will advocate any law which will ulti

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT REGARDING IN-
JUNCTIONS.
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mately work to the injury of labor. It is far better to be safe
than sorry.

The subject has been most thoroughly presented in the
introductory of the majority report, and to this the under-
signed subscribe; but they are not in accord with the bill pre-

nted, they feel that it is susceptible to different mean
ings, and liable to a construction not contemplated by its
framers; therefore, the undersigned recommend the addition
thereto of a clause which will leave no doubt as to the mean-
ing and intention of the bill, viz., after the word “ persuad-
ing,” in the ninth line, add the following:

Provided, however, that nothing contained in this act shall re-

itrict the power of the court to enjoin intimidation, annoyance or
interference with the free right to make contracts, when such inter
ference is for the purpose of injuring any person who might become

a party to such contract
WILLIAM OTIS FAXON.
ELMER C. POTTER
CHARLES D. B. EISK
THOMAS PATTISOX
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The limits of a supplementary report are entirely inade-
quate to properly treat a question as comprehensive as that
of injunctions. While the minority of the committee were
anxious to find common ground with the majority, the very
nature of the question made compromise impossible.

It is not like the Employers’ Liability Bill or the Com-
pensation Act where a modicum of relief may be accepted
in the hope of gaining ultimate success in the future. The
views held by the minority are of such a character as to
preclude concession except by compromising a principle which
is, of course, impossible. It is our contention that there is
no warrant in the law for the issuance of an injunction, ex-
cept to restrain irreparable injury to property where there
is no adequate remedy at law. It is only within the last 30
years that the injunction has extended its power to limit the
personal liberty of the individual. The injunction in its
present form is unquestionably the outgrowth of dispute be-
tween capital and labor. When workmen first sought to
improve their condition by concerted effort, they were charged
with conspiracy in restraint of trade. As state after state
declared such efforts lawful, it became necessary for the em-
ployer of labor to devise some other means to use as a weapon
in his struggle with his employees.

The injunction was seized upon as the most available in-
strument, and since then has been the most vital force in
labor disputes. The use of the injunction has grown until
there seems nothing in the world from which an individual
cannot be restrained. The objection that is urged most forci-
bly against the use of the injunction is that the court makes a
crime of actions which, without the courts’ declarations are
perfectly lawful; that in the so-called blanket injunction a

A FURTHER SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
REGARDING INJUNCTIONS.
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man may become guilty of contempt without even having been
given notice that his ordinary lawful action had become a
crime, not by legislation, but by judicial declaration; that
if he violates an injunction, he is tried for contempt by the
very judge who issues the order, and at the same time is de-
prived of his constitutional right to a trial by jury. There
can be little doubt that the use of the injunction has been
abused, and has been responsible for fomenting discord and
bitterness of feeling on the part of the working man. In
no other cases are these sweeping injunctions issued, except
in disputes between employer and employee, and in conse
quence the workman feels that he is discriminated against

feels that the courts are inimical to his interests and begin
to lose faith in our institutions. In the demand to limit thi
equity power of the court, there can be no question of cla;
legislation, for in no other instance, except in disputes be
tween employer and employee, have such injunctions been
issued. We cannot see why there should be such alarm as t
the enactment of a law of this kind, unless the opposition i
engendered by some ulterior purpose. Surely the wage

U'ner is as patriotic, as law abiding, and as devoted to our
institutions as the men who employ him. If Presiden
Roosevelt’s analysis of our present industrial condition i
right, our institutions have more to fear from “ the male
factor of great wealth,” than from any other source.

The great danger in the injunction process lies in the fact
that the court acts as legislator, as judge, and as jury. By
issuing its restraining order, it makes an otherwise peaceful
act a crime; if the order is violated, it tries the offender
without a jury and administers a sentence limited onlv by its
discretion. We entertain profound admiration and respect
for the judiciary of this Commonwealth, but we submit that
however exalted the personnel of any court may be, this
power is too great. No act is a crime unless the legislative
authority has made it such, and there is ho other power under
the Constitution which has the right to legislate

This is not the first time in history when the power of the
injunction has been abused. Before the American Revolu-
tion, the uses to which the injunction were put in England
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became so intolerable that it was found necessary to limit
its application strictly to the protection of property and
property rights, and this was the law at the adoption of our
Constitution.

- if we assumed that this ques-
application to trade disputes,
of our government that the

ial functions shall be distinct

We would be in serious erro
tion was important only in its
It strikes at the very theory
legislative, executive and judi
and recognizes in the judiciary a power greater than was
originally attributed to all thre

ar from the intention of the minority to encourage
or protect any one in the commission of crime. If a crime

has been committed, there is ample provision in our law for
the punishment of the offender, but let it be by due process
of law. Let it be by the well established rules of procedure.

omplaint or indictment, and then by trial by jury where
iefendant is protected by the safeguards thrown around

the Constitution

That the objection to this use of the injunction is not
■fi-ed bv labor leaders alone may be shown by the following

Vegelahn v. Guntner, Judge
f the United States Supreme

Yes, I am inclined to believe that the use of the power interfe
right of trial by jury, and in so far as it doeevil h th

this, it endangers the highest and most
pe°l

inions of leading jurist
In his opinion in the c

('hief J
i writing on injunctions, say

McCabe of the Supreme Court of Indiana
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ay that in my oj jn there is a danger to-day threat-
epublie as gigantic as that which
;11-nigh wrought the ruin of our

of the rvery ex

precipitated the rebellion and w
Union. Now, it comes, as ever, in the seductive guise of the law and
under the solemn authority of the court. ... In their efforts to
regulate or restrain strikes by injunction they are sowing dragons’
teeth and blazing the path of revolution.

Judge M. F. Tnley of the
says:—

Appellate Court of Illinois

Such use of the right of injunction by the courts is judicial
tyranny, which endangers not only the right of trial by jury, but all
the rights and liberties of the citizens. ... If Congress has the
power, it should promptly put an end to “ government by injunction ”

by defining and limiting the power of the federal courts in the use
of the writ

J. H. Benton of Boston
Association, said :

It is impossible for them to go on
d retain the confidence of the people

The courts have gone too far,
in the course they have taken ai

or preserve their own powers. .

In view of the widespread feeling of dissatisfaction among
a large class of our people, in view of the growing doubts of
men learned in the law as to the present use of the injunc-
tion, we deem it our duty to recommend the passage of the
following bill:

in an address before the Bar

An Act limiting the Use of Injunctions and restraining Orders
«

in Certain Cases.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows

1 That no restraining order or injunction shall be granted by any
2 court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in any case, be-
-3 tween an employer and an employee, or between employers and
4 employees, or between employees, or between persons, or between
5 persons employed to labor and persons seeking employment as
6 laborers, or between persons seeking employment as laborers, or

7 involving or growing out of a dispute concerning terms or con-
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8 ditions of employment, excel
9 property or to a property rig

10 right must be particularly cl
11 must be in writing and sworn
12 or its agent or attorney. Fo

ryprevent irreparal
and such property
ibed in the applh
ry the applicant, c

erty

rib whi

by his, her

yer and yee or to13
any particular14 assume or create person orat with

r kindbu;15 i r to carry

:lerall16 or at any par prop-

17 erty or a property right

-mmended by the majority isWe believe that the bill re
a step in the right direction,
remedying many of the evils
injunction. In the event oi
minority being rejected by
ranted in saying that the ma,
relief, and for that reason we

i long: way towardsand will
connected with the use of the
the bill recommended by the
he Legislature, we feel war-
3rity measure will afford some
he I

lieve that we can consistentlyhat we can
ign i

WILLIAM AY. CLARKE.
SAMUEL ROSS.
daniel j. McDonald.
FRANCIS J. FENNELLY

1 any par
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RECOMMEA DATiOA OE A MINORITY OE THE
COMMITTEE IE REFERENCE TO TRIAL BY
JURY i,\ COR TEMPT CASES.

While I see no reason to substantially alter or modify the
views of the majority report of the committee herein ex-
pressed, excepting as to that which relates to a trial by jury
I cannot agree with the majority report as to the hill recom-
mended in relation to persuasion, but it is not my purpose
to dissent from the same; neither can I support the minority
report of the committee, or the proposed Pearre bill offered
by them, as in my opinion it is too drastic and revolutionary.
I therefore submit recommendations which, if adopted, would
go a long way toward the solution and disposition of this
much disputed question. I believe that there is a middle
ground upon which we can stand, and in offering these
recommendations, in addition to those offered by the com-
mittee, I do it for the greatest good of the greatest number.
I submit that the majority of the committee in their wisdom
have offered a bill which does not fully meet with the need
of the situation; and that the dignity and integrity of our
courts are such that we should not tamper with their preroga-
tives. We should allow the courts in their discretion and
wisdom to issue restraining orders as they see fit, so far as
it is necessary to prevent wrongdoing. The minority report
n the other hand, goes too far; and the Pearre bill offered

would, in my opinion, practically take from our courts the
power with which they are invested when a labor dispute
ans

I do not believe that the most enthusiastic supporter of
organized labor feels that our equity courts should be shorn
of their powers. With organized labor unincorporated in
this Commonwealth, the Pearre bill, which is drafted on the
basis of the English law in regard to labor disputes, and
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under which law organized labor is virtually incorporated,
would work to the disadvantage here of the very persons
whom it is intended to aid, as well as the best interests of
the manufacturers of the Commonwealth.

The recommendations offered simply change the method
of procedure of the courts, and make plain that which is now
somewhat ambiguous. There are many persons who belong

to labor organizations, and those, also, who do not belong
to such organizations, who believe that the rights and priv
ileges accorded by the Constitution are being usurped by the
equity courts, in that they are denied the right to a trial
by jury.

It has been decided that the right to a trial by jury in
mtempt cases was not secured by the Constitution. This

leaves absolutely open the question as to whether such a
right ought to be granted, and I believe that it should be
and can be granted by law, although not secured by the Con-
stitution, and respectfully submit that the equity courts in

in denying a defendant inthis respect have gone too far
an equity suit arising from a
trial by jury for a contempt (
diate presence of the court;
contemner (that is, the persoi

labor dispute the right to a
ommitted outside the imme-
and for this reason, —if a
i charged with the violation

order of injunction) is
ion of an order of the c

ited before the court for the
rt under the blanket injunc-

tion, so called, and claims tl he has not been served with
at he has absolutely no knowl-
training order, he should be
cts, as to whether or not he is

any order from the court and th
edge of the issuance of the rc

entitled to a jury trial on the fa
guilty of any such violation.

that in contempt proceedings,Tl a growing teehn

ling suggests it, theand
' order has a personal sensi-
dation, and therefore that he
af the issue presented by the

judge issuing the restrainin
tiveness in respect to its vi
does not bring to the trial
charge of contempt of his order the calm judicial mind
which insures justice. For instance, a certain judge of the
Supreme Court of Massachusetts sentenced a contemner to
five months’ imprisonment for the violation of an order of
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reference to that Board alon
stitutionally done.

these lines, if it can be con-

The settling of the recent I
which threatened the comine

great tribute to this form of se
apart from legal proceedings
and Conciliation, such as our
tlement, would, I believe, wc
faction of the public, the emp
avoid much unnecessary litigi

English railway labor difficulty,
ircial peace of England, is a
tiling labor and trade disputes,

and a Board of Arbitration
with plenary powers of set-
many changes to tl

oyer and the employed, would
lion, and cause most of these

equity cases to be found unnecessary; and thus these diffi-
cult and honestly controverted questions would not constantly
arise.

Whether the present custom
ing persuasion, intimidation, th
to be unlawful is, as maintah
with constitutional rights, or
purposes of allaying the feeling
alleviating changes in methods
ing issues of fact for the jury a
be made. The wisdom of so d(

powers of the State Board of
are not, in my judgment, to be

of courts of equity in enjoin
ireats and other actions claimec
ned by some, an interference
not, we believe that, i
of hostility to the court
f procedure, regarding fram-
herein recommended, should

lug and the increasing of the
Arbitration and Conciliation,
riously controverted.

WILLIAM 11. FETKER

In so far as the above report would provide for a trial by
jury in contempt cases, we agree with it.

WILLIAM W. CLARKE
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
SAMUEL ROSS.
daxikl j. McDonald.
FRANCIS J. FEXNELLA
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I

A variety of petitions and bills relating to the general
eject of liability of employers was referred to the com-

ere specially advocated either
by the petitioners or other interested parties. Some of the
bills have undoubted merit, and in the absence of any gen

These hills may b<
lows

106 of the Revised La

v or n

iffht undt

h. It is nofrom this (

iplv only while the vessel was within the jurisdiction of
<

R

ia

It
F eder

n with any

EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION
ACTS.
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through the delay incident to securing another. No good
could but harm might result of such legislation; and
therefore are opposed to its enactment.

House, No. 24, materially changes section 71 of chap
106, so that an employee shall have the same rights, if in
jured, as a person not an employee. Practically, it d
way with all questions of assumption of risk and contril

torv negligence, and the so-called fellow-servant doctrin
The second section of the bill increases the liability of em
ployers letting or sub-letting contracts, in cases where tl
vays, works or machinery are owned by the employer

House, No. 402, is an act for the compensation of ei

ployees killed or injured in the course of their employment
md is identical with the act recommended by the specia

committee on relations between employer and employ
which reported to the General Court in January, 1904.

House, No. 623, is similar in its effect to House, No. 24
which has already been spoken of

House, No. 768, is a workmen’s compensation act, sin
in its intent to House, No. 402, but not so thoroughly worked
out in its detail

House, No. 769, provides that the contributory negligenc
of an employee shall not bar a recovery of damages who
it was slight, and the negligence of the employer gross in
comparison, but that damages should be diminished in pro-
portion to the amount of negligence of the employee, and
leaves the question of negligence or contributory negligence
to the jury. It also provides that no contract of employ
ment, insurance, relief benefit or indemnity, nor the a

nee thereof by the party entitled thereto, shall be a bar or
defence to any action brought to recover damages for in-
juries or for the death of an employee; with a proviso for a
set-off of such amount as defendant may have contributed
to such insurance, benefit or indemnity.

House, No. 774, provides for a very marked extension of
the liability law, and its provisions may best be learned by

a reference to the bill itself.
House, Ho. 775, provides for an assessment of damages

by the jury in employers’ liability cases exactly as in other
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tort cases, does away with the limit now fixed hv law, and
eliminates the culpability of the employer as a factor in
assessing the damages.

House, No. 925, provides for the doing away with th
called “ fellow-servant doctrine ” so that damages may b

obtained for injuries caused by the carelessness or negli
rence of a fellow employee.

House, No. 941, gives employees of railroad and stret
railway corporations, in the exercise of due care, a rigl
recover greater damages than are now allowed

Representatives Ross and Fennel lv of the committee are in
favor of the passage of Senate, No. 409, above spoken of.

In the following reports as to a compensation act are se
forth the views of the committee in reference to all of the

ibov
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VIEWS OE A MAJORITY OF THE COMMITTEE IN
REFERENCE TO THE COMPENSATION ACT
HEREINAFTER PRESENTED BY CERTAIN
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

iicler existing provisions of law, an employee who is in
jured cannot recover where the injury was caused by the

not specified in the statutenegligence of a fellow servai

He cannot recover where the injury was caused not binjury was caused not by the
negligence of any persons, but was occasioned by risks ne

■ally and necessarily inci ness itself. H
wn u

whe ■e the iniury wou ne
h n negligent act Vrg ument is made ttor

iloyee should rece ive ie compensation tor in-

which now pansin Ire
r tl

av

unde if the bills referred to theR,

The employer must now payirovici
ny and all ii •en

nt wi- the in nted by proper

his own ps pn on the part of any
intendent, or whomv

nal, switch, locomotive, env

the statuit forth in
Much can be said in fay r of holding and providing by

mplover shall 1 ponsible for injuries occa-
d by the neglect of hi unployees to the same extentsion

mployee who is himself freeruses iniury to an
n blame as he would be if
dovee. Much also may be

the party injured were not an
said against that theory when

ly it to the nployment in ordinary busi-
and transact! ns. The employer is liableness concern

under the law for injury cau ■d by the negligent act of the
if by the use of proper care he would havervant
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discovered that the employee whose negligent act caused the
injury was a negligent or incompetent person. The law
simply now permits the employer to say to his employees

employment: “ Care and at-
is of importance not only to
ortant to the success of this
and I are concerned. There
the business, though we are

when they are entering into the
tention on the part of all of us
you and each of you, it is imr
business venture in which y )U

are risks naturally incident to
iach of us is far greater if
are, this shall be the under-

duly careful. The risk tc
are negligent. Ther

nding between us: for any injury that is in any way at
in my part in the proper selec-
plant, or the ways, works and
an of proper and careful em-
ellow laborers, or to any negli-
son allowed by me to exercise

tributable to any negligence or
lion and maintenance of the p
machinery, or in the selectioi
ployees who are to be your f el
gence of myself or any perso
superintendence or to have ch
or locomotive engine or train,
mine, I will be responsible to y

arge of any signal or switch
ar any other negligent act of
uin damages. Further than

this, I will be responsible to you for any injury dare to the
joint negligence of myself and any of you gentlemen, except
that if the one of you who is injured is himself negligent to
such an extent that but for his own negligence he would not

lensate him. But for the risksbe injured, I will not com]:
of the business which due < ■are on my part or the part of

revent, and for injuries which
I will not be responsible. You

my superintendent cannot ]

von inflict upon each other,

n look out for that better
ffer the consequences.”
The idea of giving to per:

than I can, and you must, or

vho, in the course of their5t

re producing the necessities of mankind, com-
iate their hardships, to the end

that we may all share with them their burdens is a beneficent
one, and appeals to all right-minded persons; and any scheme
under which the public at large shall share the burdens of
those in need will be cheerfully adopted by our community.
as such propositions have always been cheerfully adopted by
pur Commonwealth. They have been so adopted to such an
xtent that he who observes must admire when he sees how
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much is being done in the Commonwealth by those who have
for those who have not a liberal supply of the world’s goods,
or who for any cause are in need of assistance. However
when such assistance is being by law provided for, we ought
to be reasonably sure that the principle which has always

all shall share alike in the doinrs rn it, viz.

irding to their means and ability to do, is not violated. It
ris munificent idea of sharing each other’s burdens which

suggests the enactment that the employer shall compensate
injuries received in the employ-
■mployer is in no way to blame,
uch a law if the compensation

the employee in some part for
ment for which minifies the i
Vnd no one would su

and relief thus afforded wei to come out of the employer
unless he believed that through increased price of his com-
modities or otherwise the burden was to be ultimately borne
by the whole people. If it is not to be so borne, there is no
more justice in making the employer pay it than there would
be in making him compensate his workmen for loss through
sickness or any other affliction. He is no more responsible
for the one than the other.

It is argued by some that any burden which is by law put
upon the employer by increasing his liability for injuries re-
ceived by his employees will be shifted to the general public,
and that the unfortunates who are injured ought to be cared
for; and that to increase the employer’s liability is simply one
way of providing that the public at large shall pay for that
care of the injured employee. This seems more or less sound
if we treat the whole body of employers as one united interest,
from which the public must purchase the product of those em-
ployers. But when it is realized that that is not so, but that
the employers are many instead of one, and that Massachusetts
does but a small part of the producing for the country, and
that competition for trade is indeed sharp, it is of much con-
cern to the Commonwealth how much more it will burden
its industries. Especially are those considerations of im-
portance now, when there seems reason to fear that pro-
duction is for a time to be limited, and we may be much
concerned for a time as to how much of that which is to
be done, which it is feared is for a while to be less than
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r

t

ufficient to keep the whole country busy, can be done by our
industries. The times, it is feared, are inopportune for th
placing of any more burdens on the business to be done in
Massachusetts. Some go so far in their argument for such
legislation that they would give an employee compensation for

njuries received by him which are caused exclusively by his
>wn negligence. It seems to us that care upon the part of
nployer and employee alike is of so much consequence to each
hat it is unwise to provide that either the one or the other

rom the consequences of his own neglect to
looking to the protection of all.

son must give compensation to
negligence, causes a fire in a

relully his di

To legislate that any pei
n who, through his own

of property to his employer,
misery to an hundred others,
led to care on the part of such

factory producing much losi
and loss of life and untold

lie employer .was enti
mployee, is somewhat repugnant to the idea of right anc
wrong. Any compensation act which is to be compulsory

ation for injuries caused byver ought to provide compen
The idea of compensating

ne injured ought to have a
digence has caused all the

the injured.

a person against whom every
right of action and whose nc

ama

applicable to public-servic
r no competition, and whot

If the act were made only
irporations, which have little

the burden, thus securing the
üblic at large, and it was pro

msiness and traffic could bear
shifting of the burden to the j
,-ided that an employee wouh entitled to compensa

‘d by his own negliion under the act

i
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t

ss or in one building, a single
h injury that the entire prop

me: in a sm

may result n
mployer may ie act be confiscated, isrty ot

When such a calamity befalls a
to providing that the publicworkmen, no one objects

rescue. Bv employer, who hat

h hire savings of a lifetimenipell(
hen he has been in n< will find but cold

f the burden imposed byrv that 1
:er bring a better price. Weact Ihe product will her

;ed compensation bill, for the
nggest is within the scope of

lave suggested no specific ciii O'

by some of tl rmittee. Such an
ried it should at firstrather experimental, and if i

be mild in its provisions, am ‘onfined to classes of business
'husetts at a disadvantage iu-
illow, other steps may, with

wherein if will not put Mass
dustriallv. As other States

;en. Lender the Engafetv to our industrial i

f the country is put at a dislish compensation act no par

against any othe part, for it is a national law.
achusetts industries which is

r

Any burden placed upon AI
iustries of other States places
with such other States. If it

not placed upon the business n

us at disadvantage industrial!
lens are to be borne by maimis by law provided that less In i

parts of the country than in
tendency to induce such iudus-

factoring industries in othei
Massachusetts, it will ha

the general adoption of Indus
distributable among those whe

rite elsewhere. Bv
trial insurance the burden is
(■an get and who do carry sue insurance. But the increased

which are attributable to the
act there, show that, as against

insurance rates in England,
t the compensationxist

Massachusetts with such a law, States which did not hav
the law would have an advantage.

Evidence submitted to the committee showed that such a
compensation act as is proposed produced great disadvantage
to a certain class of workmen. Experience shows that per

ons of middle age and advanced years, of impaired eyesight,
f any physical disability, are more liable to accident, through

their own acts, than are younger and sounder men. This hai
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t

led in England to the insurance companies discriminating
against the employment of the infirm. It is likely that it
would have similar effect here, and it is a result not to be
desired, as it would tend to deprive many worthy citizens of

ying the benefits of steady em-mploynient who are now enj
For these reasons we canmunerative wa

rse the compensatior ill hereinafter presented by
some of the committee.

We believe, however, th while it is true that no one
damages or compensation to
did not inflict and could not
done by allowing the parties
ers and employees, to contract
sation to be given in lieu of
the case of injuries for which

ipelled to pay
another for injuries which he
prevent, much good might be
interested, namely 7, the employ7*
among themselves for compen
damages under the law and in
the employee can now recover nothing. By 7 reason of the

iqmdation both ases wherein it is decided
that the emjakyer is liable and where it is decided that he
is not liable, results in its being true that the entire expense
incurred by the employer because of actions brought to re-
cover compensation under existing law is largely in excess
if the entire benefit to the employee. It is to be regretted
:hat so small a proportion of the money which the employers
lay out because of injuries received by their employees is
ret gain to the employee. We believe that if the parties
ivere allowed to so contract for compensation, it could be
nade to work to the advantage of the employee without over
gardening the employers. It is estimated that no more than
ifty per cent, of the money paid out by the employer in
itigated cases reaches the employee as benefit to him. Could
his amount of money which is now lost to the employer and
mployee be paid to the employees in addition to what they
row get, it would he a benefit to both. We believe that in

racts made between the parties would point out
hat which the parties themselves mutually agree would be
he fair basis for a compensation act. We therefore report

i plan for compensation to the employee for injuries received
n the service of the employer. Without reference as to the
piestion of liability of the employer under the law, we rc
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gard it as essential to the successful working of such a plan
that the parties have full liberty to contract as to the com-
pensation, and that neither be compelled to so contract. Un-
der existing provisions of law they are not authorized to so
contract. The interests of the employees, lest they be in any
way intimidated into contracting, should be guarded. It is
believed that any plan of compensation which will meet the
approval of the State Board of Arbitration and Conciliation
would be just and equitable to the employee, and would
secure to him a greater net benefit than is possible under the
present law, and at the same time would impose no unrea-
sonable obligation on the employer. And under the provi-
sions of the contract contemplated in this proposed act no
defence of contributory negligence or assumption of risk
would be possible.

We do not think it desirable to determine in advance what
percentage of compensation, measured by the rate of wages,
should in all cases be allowed. In different employments
different considerations should apply. While fifty per cent,
of the wages might be proper in some cases, in others a much
larger rate should be allowed.

Under the provisions of the proposed act the contract can
last but one year, and it is hoped that experience'will mate-
rially assist in determining the rate best adapted to the
various needs. If a plan of this character is generally en-
tered into by employers and employees, the courts will be
relieved of a large number of cases which now burden them
unduly; and in place of long delays and tedious liquidation
the employee will receive immediate assistance and relief,
and as a result much suffering will be averted, and the full
benefit of the compensation will be directly and speedily
received by those injured. The State Board of Arbitration
would understand that there was no intention in the prop-
osition of such a plan to lessen the benefit to employees now
provided or which may hereafter be provided by law for their
benefit, but that the same is an attempt to distribute among
the injured employees the cost of liquidation which does not
benefit them. It would be rarely necessary, under contracts
authorized by this plan, for an employee to incur liquidation
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to maintain his rights if those rights are clearly and fully
provided by the contract itself. The injury would be obvious,
and the physician’s certificate of its duration and extent
would doubtless be generally accepted.

We urgently recommend that opportunity be given to such
employers as are prepared to incur the expense and assume
the responsibility of furnishing compensation in all cases of
injury to their employees to make provision for such com-
pensation, the interests of the employee being safeguarded,
as herein suggested, through the State Board of Arbitration
and Conciliation. We believe that in most cases the relief
furnished under such a bill will not only be immediate, hut
will be greater than is possible under existing law; and that
the total amount which will
by injured employees in Ms
year than ever before, while
ployers will not be largely ir
Employers are naturally int

under this system be received
ssachusetts will be larger each
the total amount paid by era-
creased or unduly burdensome,
rested in benefits to their em-

ployees, especially to injured employees, and naturally regret
that the entire cost to them does not reach such injured
employees; and it is hoped that freedom of contract in refer-
ence thereto would soon bring about provisions in the con-
tracts themselves which would render needless any com
pensation act in addition to the employers’ liability law. The
plan is entirely optional with the parties, and the refusal of
either leaves their rights and liabilities precisely as they are
under existing laws. It is plain to any one, knowing that
but fifty per cent, of the present cost to employers benefit
the employee, that contracts could he made beneficial t
both parties; and we believe that it will clearly be fore the
interests of the employees in an overwhelming majority of

to permit such contracts for compensation as provid
in the proposed

f labor may submit to the statetion 1. Any employer
board of arbitration and conciliation a plan of corny

3 employees in his employ, providing for payments to said em
4 ployees in the event of injury in the course of their employment,ployees in the event ot injury

rtain percentage of the average earnings of such5 based ur

liability under theemployees, and wit
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7 common law or the employers
8 tion of such plan of compens
9 conciliation may, if they cons

10 employees, give their approv
11 taehed to such plan.

liability act. After tbe examina-
ation the board of arbitration and
dder the same fair and just to the
al thereof by certificate to be at-

1 Section 2. From and after
2 sation as set forth in the fore
3 any employer securing such aj:

jproval of a plan of compen
■tion it shall be lawful for

oval to enter into a contract with
employees shall release the em-
injury in the course of said em-
areof the compensation provided

pr
4 his employees, by which sue

5 pi oyer from liability ii
6 ployment, and accept in lieu
7 in said plan of compensation

tl

1 Section 3. Either parent if any minor employee or the
guardian of such minor may agree to such plan of compensation

3 in behalf of such minor; and such agreement shall be in writing
4 signed by the employee, or, in the case of a minor employee, by

5 either parent or guardian, in the presence of two witnesses, of
6 whom one shall be an employee at the time of such signature.

1 Section 4. No employer shall require as a condition of em-
ployment that any employee shall assent to any plan of com-
pensation, or in any way waive his legal right to recover damages

4 for an injury outside the provisions of such plan.

1 Section 5. No contract under such plan of compensation shall
2 be binding for more than one year from the date thereof.ar from the date thereof.

1 Section 6. So much of section sixteen of chapter one hundred
and six of the Revised Law
repealed.

insistent herewith is hereby

WILLIAM IT. FEIKER.
WILLIAM OTIS EAXOX.
WILLIAM TURTLE.
CHARLES 1). B. FISK.
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
THOMAS PATTTSOX.
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present employers’ liability law is plainly not com-
prehensive enough to do fienough to do full justice to employees, and the

i delays incident to its enforcement against em-e

plc proportion of cases, to fail of its
There is often a decided injustice, in denying

yee any compensation or damages for injuries

w employee, and in casei

loyee may truthfully be said to have assumedw

.e risk of his employment. A burden is put upon the
not

inarily unable to
bC

id'that a man’s wages are proportionate
d. In the other

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT AS TO A COMPEN-
SATION ACT.
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using wires receiving only an ordinary living wage, though
their occupations are classed as hazardous and extra-haz-
ardous,

Although a large proportion of the hills before the com
mittee seek to, amend the employers’ liability act, so called,
a small proportion of the testimony and argument presented
to the committee was upon these bills. For the most part
the committee was urged to recommend the adoption of a
workmen’s compensation act along the lines of the act rec
mmended by the special committee of 1903, and referred
o this committee as House, No. 402. This bill is intended

to give injured employees a more certain and immediate,
even if more moderate, compensation for accidents than is
often obtained through suits at law.

The workingman is at present economically insecure. An
accident may suddenly plunge him and his family from a
position of comparative comfort to one of deep poverty.
make him a recipient of charity and of. pauper aid, to the
great loss of his self-respect. This may happen even while
he is lawfully entitled to damages because of his employer’s
negligence. This economic insecurity can be to a great ex-
tent removed by the enacting of a bill along these lines, and
we therefore recommend the accompanying workmen’s con
pensation act

The act provides, in effect, that the employer and em
ployee shall alike bear the burden of accident. We do not
believe that this would prove an intolerable burden to the
employer in the cases to which we recommend that this act
apply. We believe that the act does no more than justice
to the workingman

service corporation, it has in
Its charges are fixed largely

If the employer is a public
this State little competition,
by its expenses of operation
placed upon such an employer

and the additional burden
bv this act would be in most

ases easily transferred to society in general. In the cases
f factories, workshops, warehouses, mines, quarries and

engineering Avorks, a slight increase in the price of the
product, or a higher rate, will take care of the problem. If
competition with other States not having this law is too
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severe to allow this increase in price, and the profits are not
large enough to warrant a sufficient scaling down, it must
inevitably happen that the costs of production must be less-
ened, even though this must be accomplished through a
reduction in the pay roll. The cost to the workingman

Id bo so small in this ease, however, in comparison with
the total wages paid, that where this necessity arises tf
employee should cheerfully bear the burden, rather than
that, wit•> without this law, the individual injured should havens law

put upon him a burden greater than he can possibly bear.
In fine, we believe that act is well adapted to lift the
burden which now rests upon the individual, and place it,
either upon society in general, or upon so large a number
that the burden is not noticeable.

The act does away with practically every question of lia-
bility in the field to which the act is extended. The question
to be settled, in case an employee is injured in the course of

ployment, is, To how much is he entitled ? And the
act fixes this according to the seriousness and nature of his

ry, and the amount of his earnings. If he is killed his
would receive an amount equal to his

hr three years, but not less than $l,OOO
nor more than $2,000. In the event of total or partial
incapacity to work, as a result of the accident, he would
receive half pay luring the term of his incapacity, not to

id four yea ision is made for paying the rea
sonable expen ickness and burial of a deceased

received, and who leaves ncemployee who dies of injuries received, i

A simple and fair method of adiustiadjusting disputes is pn
ions of fact.

I adoption of this act would
nding tlie employ
’ to observe the 0731

that it would hi

period before proceedingtion of the act for a reasonable m

witl
It, has been argued that, as the employee is in this hill

given his choice, in cases where the employer is liable under
n law, or the employers’ liability, of proceeding
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under such law, or under thi .ct, he should make his choice
On account of the constanton entering the employment

shifting of employees in many industries, and their employ
ment frequently for short j riods only, and the red tape
involved in general, we believe this to be impracticable.

We recognize the fact that there are certain questions of
constitutionality which may he
such questions can only be settl

raised against the act, but as

i by the Supreme Court, w
ieem it unwise to discuss or eve

The question of how far the
■n suggest them
act shall be applied is one of

difficulty. We recommend, how ever, that at the present time
it should be made to apply t employment in or about a
railroad, street railway, factory workshop, warehouse, mine,
quarry, engineering work, and my building iu p
construction, repair, alteration >r demolition, on which m

chinery driven by steam, w
cal power is being used fo]

tricity or other in

•epair, alteration or demolition th
We therefore recommend tl lowinactment

W Act to provide foe compensating Employees foe Pehsonai
Course op th

7?,

t to which this
ties arow-

rdance with the scale andVv

■d.

under this ac
iployee for a

wages at the work
whi employed

n3. When an employee is injured by the negligence of
wer, or of some person for whose act or default the

tly of this act, such liability of the
ployer shall not be affected by this act, but such injured em-

ption either claim compensation under thisployee may

3 act, or proceed ag’ainst his employer as though this act were not
passed; but the employer shall not be liable to pay compensation
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8 to the injured employee both under this act and under proeeed-
9 ings instituted independently thereof, and the injured employei

10 shall be bound by the proceedings which he first institutes against
11 his employer

1 Section 4. If it shall appear that an employee was injured
2 by reason of his own wilful or fraudulent misconduct any com-

pensation claimed by him under this act may be disallowed

1 Section 5. All questions arising under this act as to the lia-
bility of employers to pay compensation under the same, or as
to the amount or duration of such compensation, if not settled

interested therein, shall, subject4 by the agreement of the partie
sttled by arbitration as herein-provisions of this act, be

6 after provided

1 Section 6. No proceedings
2 under this act shall be maintair

for compensation for an injury

ver as soon as practicable after11 have been given to the emj:

4 the happening thereof, and unless the claim for compensation
lave been made within sixct to such

6 months after the occurrence of the same, or, in ease of the death
t of his physical or mental in

ath or the removal of
hysical or mental incapacity. Such notice shall be in wrv

10 ing, and shall contain the name and address of the person injured,
11 and shall state in ordinary language the time, place and cause of
12 the injury, and shall be signed by the person injured or by a-l

14
upon one employer if there are more employers than one, or

y officer of a corporation if the employer is a corporaten

any part of the
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Employer, and such, employer
icuted by employees immediatelyre ex

ployed by him, be liable to j iy compensation under this act tc
y to such

y compensation which would be payable to them
10 under this act by such Independent or sub-contractors if such

1 independent or sub-contractors were employers to whom this
2 act applies. Such employer, however, shall be entitled to recover

n who would havmmty from any other per

if this section. ThisV

apply to any contr h independent
in, the trade i

tractors
16

act tc
vee, and

ploy

becomes insolvent, or makes a composition or arrangement with
mplov

v

rv for wt
f, and which was caused under

t

ver, such emplovee n
idently of this act to recover damages against such

is employer for compensation under
mpensation be paid under

itions, the employer shall be entitled to
mnity therefor frc9 re

lail apply only to employment on or
itreet railway, a factory, a workshop,

ineering work, and any build-a mine, a quarrv

paired, altered or demolished,ing eonstr

5 on which machinery driven by steam, water or other mechanical
the purpose of the construction, repair

irds and phr
unless a different meaning is plainly required by the

xt, have the following meant
■Bring work ” shall mean any work of construction,
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road, railway, of the work:
id electric light companies
also any work for the con

operation, alteration or repair of a rail
of gas, telephone, telegraph, water ar

ar, dock, vessel, canal, sewer, andwe

lich machinery driven by
r is used.

strnction, alteration or repair of w
9 steam, water or other mechanical powic

10 “ Factory ” shall mean anv es where steam, water or
id of any manufacturing

prer
11 other mechanical power is used ii
12 pr

room or place, which13 “Workshop” shall mean any prcir

rein manual labor is exer-
if gain in or incidental to a

14 is not a factory as above defined, win
15 eised by way of trade or for pur

mamenting, finishing or
an article, and to which

16 process of making, altering, repairir

17 adapting for sale any article or part
mployer of the per-

r the said emplo
the amount of h

mployment by

the said
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13 the said three years shall be deemed to be nine hundred and thirty
14 six times his average daily earnings during the period of hi;
15 actual employment under the said employer.
16 If the employee leaves only dependents partly dependent upon
17 his earnings at the time of his death, a sum shall he payable
18 not exceeding in any case the amount payable under the fore-
-19 going provisions of this section, as may be agreed upon, or, in
20 default of agreement, may be determined on arbitration under
21 this act.
22 If the employee leaves no
23 of his burial and last sickne
24 exceed two hundred dollars.
25 Second. In case total or

'ependents, the reasonable expenses
s shall be payable, which shall not

partial incapacity for work results
26 from the injury:
27 In such case a weekly payment during the incapacity after the
28 first week shall be payable, which shall not exceed in amount fifty
29 per cent of his average weekly earnings during the previous
30 twelve months, if he has been so long employed; but if not, then
31 a weekly payment shall be payable, equal to fifty per cent of six
32 times his average daily earnings for any less period during which
33 he has been in the employment of the same employer. Such
34 weekly payment, however, shall not exceed in any case ten
35 dollars, but such weekly payments shall not extend over a period
36 exceeding four years.

1 Section 13. In fixing the amount of the weekly payment, re-
2 gard shall be had to the difference between the amount of the aver-

age weekly earnings of the employee before the accident and the
4 average amount which he is able to earn after the accident, and
5 to any payment other than wages which he may receive from the
6 employer on account of his injury during the period of h:
7 capacity.

1 Section 14. After an employee has given his employer a noth
2 of an injury, as provided und
3 by his employer, submit hims

■r this act, he shall, if so requested
If for examination to a physician

4 or surgeon authorized to pract
5 Commonwealth, furnished and

3e medicine under the laws of the
paid by the employer. If he re-
ich examination, or in any way
to compensation, and any pro-
lation to compensation shall be

6 fuses to submit himself to s
7 obstructs the same, his right

8 eeedings under this act in r

9 suspended, and his compensation during such period of suspension
10 may be forfeited until such examination takes place.

1 Section 15. The sum payable under this act in case of the
2 death of the injured employee shall be paid to his legal repre-
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al representative, to his dependents.'iitative, or, if he has n
4 or, if he leaves no depend'
5 expenses for the burial and la

mts, to the persons to whom the
are due. If the payment

6 is made to the legal repre ative of the deceased employee, it
hall be paid by him to tlw pendents or other persons entitled

8 thereto under this aet

1 Section 16. Any question that may arise under this act as tc
2 who are dependents for their
3 any dependents, or as to wh
4 are wholly or partly depem
5 to each dependent, shall, in

support, or as to whether there are
her there are any dependents who
ait, or as to the amount payable
the absence of agreement by the

6 parties, be determined by arbitration as provided in this act:
7 provided, that no savings or
8 independent of this aet shall
9 termining the compensation

insurance of an injured employe
be taken into consideration in de-

be paid hereunder.

1 Section 17. Any employ receiving weekly payments under
2 this aet shall, if so requested by his employer, from time to time

imself for medical examination as provided in section
4 fourteen of this act; but if he is dissatisfied with the certificate

his condition, he may submiti of such pract n

6 himself for examination t if the medical practitioners
this act, as hereinafter provided,of

:e of such medical practitioner as to the condi-
loyee at the time of the examination shall beJ tion of the employee at the time of the examination shall be

10 given to the employer and the employee, and it shall be conclusive
11 evidence of that condition. If the employee refuses to submit
12 himself to any examination required herein, or if he in any way?<T

13 mpensation shall
14 1 -1 n fourteen of this aet, and
15 his cor
16 feited.

period of suspension may be for-r

payment made under this act may
iewed by a committe n as provided in section twenty

r of the employer or of the
may be ended, diminished or

im amount above provided, and
f disagreement shall be settled

bv arbitration under this

19. Whenever any weekly payment has been
the liability therefor may,

the employer, be r

Section 18. A
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I deemed by the payment of a lump sum, to be settled, in default
of agreement, by arbitration under this act.

1 Section 20. No payment nx
able or subject to attachment,
debts.

under this act shall be assign-
be liable in any way for any

lie

ji

1 Section 21. Any employer an 1 his employees may choose a
eir respective interests, which•ommittee equally representing It

committee shall have the power t [der and adjust matters
f dispute under this act between1 employers and employees, un-

; in writing to the other party
in relation to any particular

ither party objects by a noti
such action by said eommittef
alter, before it shall proceed to <

e
insider such particular matter,
its discretion, and in defaultSaid committee may, however, in8

of unanimous agreement shall, refer any matter in dispute to
arbitration as hereinafter provided.

d

10

1 Section 22. If no committee
r the said committee refers the

is chosen or either party objects,
matter in dispute as provided in
r fails to settle the same within
a to them, the matter in dispute
trator agreed on by the parties,
ent by them such arbitrator shall
the superior court, and shall be
wording to procedure which shall

lion twenty-one of this act, or
three months from its submission4
shall be settled by a single arbiti
or in the absence of such agreeme
be appointed by any justice of t
called under this act a referee, acc
be prescribed by said court.

)

t

4

1 Section 23. Any referee so a
2 superior court shall for the purpos
3 of an auditor, except as otherwis

;o appointed by a justice of the
rposes of this act have the powers
irwise provided herein, and shall
and be paid in the same manner,

eferee shall be the same as those
le superior court shall prescribe

3 conduct of said proceedings.

4 receive the same compensation
5 The proceedings before said r

bad before auditors, unless tl
additional or other rules for th

(

pointed by a justice of the
, submit any question of law

1 Section 24. Any refer
a ■etiiiperior court

sti ie superior court tor Insmy jan;

i rendered by the arbi-
5 trator himself in regard to any question of law, shall be eon-
-0 elusive, unless exceptions to the same are taken and filed in
7 the supreme judicial court for final determination; provided,
8 however, that until such final determination any justice of the
9 superior court may, in serious and worthy eases, order the em-

-10 ployer to pay such a weekly payment to the injured employee as
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and reasonable,
which said em-

ir this act.

11 in tl may be fairlllSi

amount tc

ive unciItimately 1ploy

sferee appointed
iy justice of the
, may appoint a

ath of a r
ability to act, ar31

n motion of any

4

1 Section 26. Whenever the amount of compensation under this
1 have been ascertained, or any weekly payment amended,

y other matter decided, by any arbitrator or referee, a memo-
4 randum thereof shall be filed by said arbitrator or referee in the

upenor court for the county in

form prescribedred, in manner andC v said decision yvas r

all file such memorandum withoutby id elerl
imilar nature.r memoranda

ir their attor-i9 which shall be accessible tc al

all purpc havs

of the court: provided, that theand effect as a judgmer11 fore
12 sam ■d by order of any justice of th

for compensation under this actX Section 27. The proceedings
:ake place in the county where all the parties reside, and if

then the proceedings shall takethey reside in different counties,
nident occurred from which saidiunty wherein the ac4 r

r court may make sue

V

ted party

party

interested parti
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barged by attorneys for services
under this act.

the fees which may t4 v

rendered by them in proceedir

1 Section 31. The governor, with the advice and consent of the
2 council, may from time to time appoint the necessary number
3 of physicians and surgeons required for the purposes of this act,
4 who shall each receive a fee not exceeding three dollars for each
5 examination, which fee shall be paid by the county in which such

6 examination takes pla

1 Section 32. This act shall take effect on the first day of
January, nineteen hundred and ni:

WILLIAM W. CLARKE.
ELMER C. POTTER.
SAMUEL ROSS.
daxiel j. McDonald.
FRAXCIS J. FEXXELLY
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Numerous bills relating to the extension of the principles
f the employers’ liability act were considered by the com

mittee. None of them seemed to fully meet the demand
of the situation. In consequence, the minority of the com-
mittee have considered the law as it is, and has been, for the
purpose of making such recommendations as seem to them
most feasible.

At present a workman cannot recover damages from his
iployer if he is injured in consequence of his own negli-

nd in a large majority of cases he cannot recover
whether he is negligent or not. Since the introduction of

inery in industrial operations, accidents have increased
with alarming frequency, entailing loss, want and misery on

and their families. In the days of the simple
and primitive methods of manufacture accidents were few,
and litigation in personal injury cases infrequent. Up to
1842, in Massachusetts, although otherwise for a few years

before in England, an employee stood in practically the
same position to his employer as a stranger. He could

injury resulting from thepersona

icgligence of the master or his agent or servant within the
scope of the servant’s employment

In 1842 a case was decided in Massachusetts which enun
dated a new doctrine (Farwell v. Boston & Worcester R.R.
Corp., 4 Met. 49). It was there held that a master could
not be held responsible for an injury to a servant if it wa
caused by the negligence of a fellow servant. This was th
birth of the so-called fellow servant or common employmer
loctrine in Massachusetts, which the court justified on tl

theory that there was an implied contract between the ma
r and servant. It was claimed that the master on his part

SUPPLEMENTARY VIEWS OX EMPLOYERS’
LIABILITY.
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agreed that he would select competent servants; that he
would warn the servant of any dangers incident to his em-
ployment known to the master and unknown to the servant;
and that he would furnish and maintain reasonably safe
machines and places to do the work.

On the other hand, the servant undertook to assume the
danger of the carelessness of a fellow servant, and the ob-
vious and apparent peril incident to his employment. Of
course no such contract was ever entered into or contemplated
either by master or servant, and it was only by an absurd
fiction that this doctrine became part of our law. By this
reasoning a servant was placed in a worse position with ref-
erence to his master than a stranger, and the general prin-
ciple of the common law that a master was responsible for
the acts of his agent was to this extent repudiated. While
there has been some difference of opinion in the past with
reference to the soundness of this doctrine, it is now conceded
by the most eminent authorities to be not only unjust but
illogical. It was dictated' by the public sentiment of the
time, due to economic expediency, rather than to any sound
rinciple of law. From the earliest times it was held that

a principal was responsible for the acts of his agent within
the scope of the agent’s employment; because, if he voluntar-
ily puts it in an agent’s power to do a certain act from which
he shall derive profit, then he ought to be responsible if he
has failed to select a competent agent. He profits by his in-
dustry; he should suffer for his default.

Since the whole doctrine of assumption of risk and com-
mon employment are based on the ridiculous theory of an
implied contract, a theory which was promulgated at a
time when industrial conditions and needs were entirely
different from Ihe present, - is it not wise to solve the
problem anew according to sound principles of law and
policy based on conditions of the present day ? In England,
as far back as 1875, bills were introduced in Parliament
providing that the doctrine of common employment and as-

iption of risk be abolished
These measures came from friends of the working classe

rom the increasing hardship to the workman
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principles to the highly elab-
itry. It is a far cry from the

from the application of thes
orated system of modern ind
employer who has eight or te
Steel Company with its thoi

i workmen to the United State
ands of employees.

While these bills were not
in 1880 enacted the employe
to the agitation against the <

passed, the English Parliament
rs’ liability act as a concession
existing law, and in recognition
unsound.the contention that it wa

While this afforded some relief, it was not entirely satis-
factory, and agitation and dis
when the workmen’s compen
introducing this bill, the gove

missions continued up to 1897,
sation act became a law. In
rnment said:

adequate; it fails to compensate
srvants, if contributed to by the

present law is notoriously
■eidents if caused by fellow
d and if resulting from the

ir

for

f occupation; it causes costlyjur n
1 being legal exj;t tper

in employee recovered some
dive of the question of negli-
ilation seem to show a pro-

unr nsation tor miury, in

These advances in
I change in public sennoun iment

W ■intention that it is better to de-
le extension of the employers1

mi

TL withr
■mpensation act

any way related. The compen-
ibute the burden resulting from

re in

is an attempt to disti
a workmen in the co

ati

workmen in the course of their employment, and
rtain and immediate some indemnity for all in-

r
:e some indemnity for all da-
iry that when work necessaryn hIT

individual, if he suffers
ild recompense him to a mod-
Through his efforts in a given

uffer, tl
the burden

is entitled to compensation
Tie is an absolutely n

I; and, as society is completely
ch he may be ini’ured, who butiependent on the labor at whi
ibute to his relief? T■nt

the provision of thi
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ff such compensation becomes
ind is considered as one of the

a fixed charge on industry,
elements of cost of produc-

-3 expense would be made up,
fractional amount from the
i of insurance premium; but

n. We do not believe that th
some contend, by taking a

wages of the employees as a kin
rather that the entire cost, in the nature of a slight increase
for the finished product, would fall where it would least be
felt, on the consumer.

An act eliminating the fellow servant and assumption of
risk doctrine will leave the law as it was before an artificial
method of reasoning engrafted this doctrine on our law; it
will still be necessary for the workmen to show absence of
negligence, in order to recover. Since the exercise of due
care is a condition precedent to the right to recover for in-
juries, the compensation act, based on an entirely different
theory, can be in no way affected by the proposed law, the

rity of the committee recom-passage of which the min
mend: ■—

Ax Act for Wobi men’s Compensation,

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
1 A workman injured in the rarse of his employment shall have
2 the same right to compensation and of action as if he had not

been an employee, nor in the service, nor engaged in the wort
of the employer.

WILLIAM W. CLARKE
SAMUEL ROSS.
daniel j. McDonald.
FRANCIS I. FENNELLY.
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The order under which t
specific reference to the i
committee believes that the
includes it.

the committee has acted made
subject of blacklisting, but
3 general scope of its instruct!

n
t

a

a list of delinquents or defaulter
r of persons stigmatized untrustworthy

Evidence was offered sh
listing has existed, and the
ods are un-American and c<
justice, and should not be

swing that at certain times blacl
committeebelieves that such met!
ntrary to the spirit of fairness and
tolerated.

The committee therefore recommends the passage of the
following law:

Whoever, in pursuance of a vote or agreement, designates a per-
son, firm or corporation as one not to work for or employ, or as one
from whom not to purchase an article made or sold by, or give credit
to, shall be deemed guilty of blacklisting, and for each offence shall
be punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by im-
prisonment not exceeding six months or by both such fine and impr

WILLIAM IT. FEIKER.
WILLIAM OTIS FAXON
WILLIAM TURTLE.
ELMER C. POTTER.
CHARLES I). B. FISK
THOMAS PATTISON

Blacklist is defined

BLACKLISTING.
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This matter has not been
nsideration in any of the I

emitted to the committee for
presented. The undersignedin

of such an act
We cannot say that it is

tar-rc u

;en sufhciently eonsic re

good public policy to make
advise B not to trade with (

criminal offence for A teit

to punish an association of
employers for refusix nploy certain individuals. Cer-

rade a crime, blacklisting shouldtainly if boycotting is
i in the same cat )ry; but such an act ought only

>ooks when the Legislature feelsaced on the
endspoiicv

WILLIAM AY. CLARK!
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
SAMUEL ROSS.
i'.\x iki. j. McDonald.
FEAN CIS J. FEN NELLY

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT AS TO BLACK-
LISTING.
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SUBJECTS OTHER THAN INJUNCTIONS AN

Revised Laws provides
death of an employee

be brough

in

y should
An acti

m
Sen

v

r the

bring; an action under each, making the allegati

m

If

;certained that
the wrong section, the p
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under any statute of limitations, when care is not taken in
reference to the bringing of an action.

The proposed bill seeks to amend section 73 by adding
thereto the following words: The widow or the next of kin
who shall have such right of action may authorize the legal
representatives of said employee to bring such action for
her or their benefit, and said action may be brought by the
legal representatives of said employee in conjunction with
any action brought under the preceding section, whenever
it is uncertain whether the said employee was instantly killed,
or died without conscious suffering.

Were it thought necessary to enact a law which would
make it more sure that the rights of a party dependent upon
the death of an employee would not be lost because of the
statute of limitations, this bill would seem to furnish no
remedy. The widow or dependent next of kin would not
authorize the legal representative of the deceased employe
to bring an action for her benefit in addition to the action
brought by the representative under section 72, except in
cases where there was doubt as to which section the action
should be brought under. If these doubts do arise, her rights
may be easily secured now by bringing separate action.
Under the bill, even though she should authorize such rep
resentative to bring such separate action for her, her right

would be lost if that action were not brought, just the same
as they are lost now if action in her behalf is not brought.
If it were deemed advisable to legislate in referei
matter, it would be far better to provide in such legislation
that if an action brought under one of these sections failed
upon the sole ground that it should have been brought under
the other, that action under that other might be brought
within a certain specified time after the failure of such first
action; or to provide that an action brought under one of
such sections, upon such failure, might, by leave of court
be amended into an action under the other of such sections
It seems to us that under existing law all her rights can hi

ily protected, and that no legislation is necessary
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House, No. 266.
No. 266, provides that in actions brought by eralie

ployees against their employer to recover damages for per-
sonal injuries received in th course of the employment
arising from defects or want f repair in the ways, works
and machinery used in the b iness, the question whether
the employee voluntarily a; umed tlie risk incident to such
defects or want of repair sh

This is the law to-day.
11 be one of fact, and not of law.
The passage of this act would

not change in any particular
of trials under it. What the

the existing law or the conduct
proposer of the legislation had

in mind evidently was, that udges in the trials of such ac-
from the jury on the groundtions sometimes take the

that the evidence in the cas
assume that risk. This is j

hows that the plaintiif did
■t what happens when in the

ssue the evidence leaves it clear that the fact is
ne way or the other; i.e., if the evidence clearly shows the

f a fact upon the existence of which the rights
nd the re is no evidence which would

y or by the court that it didarrant ]ur

not exist, the court rules ac
that, in an action to recover

'dingly. .For ex

note, in which the defendant01

denies that the signature to th aintiff ii
idence as to such ignature. The court rules, of

recover. The court’s ruling,plaintiff cann
ioes not i stion “ whether the defendant

It is and must be a Questionsigned the n la on
ivill sustain a findinnether

did sign it. What amounts in law mr a n
it is upon this question thatmust be a question ot law, an

the court passes, and not on tl tion of fact whether the
defendant did sign it. So, in trial of an action for injuries

if the evidence shows that the
id there is no evidence which

such as is described in the hi
plaintiff did
would sustain a con lourt rules, of cours

the court’s ruling does not
the defendant assumed the

that he cannot recover. But
make the question “ whether
risk ” one of law. It is and must be a question of law
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whether the evidence will sustain a finding that he did not
assume it. hat amounts in law to an assumption of risk
must be a question of law, and it is upon this question that
the court passes, and not on the question whether the de-
fendant did assume it. In the considerations before the
court and jury of the case and questions made and raised
by the pleadings in the causes alluded to in the proposed bill,
the question whether the plaintiff assumed the risk is and
always has been a question of fact, and has been treated as
such by the courts. The question whether in any given case
the evidence presented will warrant a finding on that ques-
tion of fact necessary to the plaintiff’s case is and must be a
question of law, unless we are going to so legislate that courts
shall be helpless to prevent verdicts being rendered without
evidence or against the evidence. The question of what are
questions of fact and what are questions of law in the trial
of causes and the consequences of treating them as one- or
the other is a technical question, and is not always easily
understood by the lay mind. Legislation in reference thereto
is proposed to almost every Legislature in Massachusetts and
elsewhere. The absolute futility of it if passed, apparent
to those who believe its effect to be as herein indicated, has
led to an opinion by some that it belongs to that class of
bills proposed often to give certain persons the chance to
appear to struggle in the interest of certain portions of our
community, when the real purpose is their own political
advantage; or to politically injure those who the proposers
of such legislation know will and must resist it, because they
believe it to be absolutely worthless. Thus often is it made
to appear that one who has deeply at heart the interests of
that portion of and all the community is opposing measures
offered in behalf of those interests, while the mere self-
seeker is praised for his efforts.

The committee makes absolutely no insinuations against
the introducer of this bill, whom they know to be an upright
gentleman, who must have had different beliefs as to its
possible effects than those herein expressed

The committee, believing that this bill would not change
the law, recommend that it be not enacted.
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House, jSTo. 403.
House, jSTo. 403, seeks to create in certain lines of business

therein mentioned an enforced partnership between the own-
ers of the business conducted and the property therein used
and those who work for such owners. The classes of business
in which this bill would introduce such partnerships are

alth has undertaken super-
the conduct of the business

those wherein the Commonwes
vision of the corporations and
done by them, and in some cases specifically and in others
in effect to limit the profits that may be made by such corpo-
rations. There is no reason why persons who sell labor or
property to such a corporation at an agreed price should
share in profits if they are made nor in losses if they occur,
nor in one more than in the other, and surely not in the

ies conducting business, if they
ice or increase its efficiency and

one if not in the other. Par
believe it will benefit the serv
the interest of those working
additional reward for more
additional compensation to th
tion for the rendering of jus

in the business, may hold out
arnest service; but to enforce

in the employ of a corpora-
nch service as has been spe-

cifically agreed to be rendered in any given period, just
because the business has in that period been fortunate or
prosperous, when they did not share in the losses which
occurred in the prior period, or are not to share in the mis-
fortune which may come in the next period, is absolutely
repugnant to all equitable ideas of partnership. Much better
the line of supervision pursued by the Commonwealth, of
preventing extraordinary profits being earned by such public-
service corporations. Your committee found no public
demand for nor interest in this legislation, and make no
recommendations concerning the same.

House, No. 765.
House, Ho. 765, provides that “In all cases where the

issue to be tried is negligence, or where an issue of negli-
gence is to be tried, the degree of negligence shall be for the
jury to determine.”

The enactment of this bill would not affect the rights or
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relations between employers and employees, nor would it
affect the trial of causes wherein those rights and relations are
material to the issue. Where in the trial of causes the rights
of parties depend upon the question whether one party or
the other has been negligent, or upon the question of how
negligent they have been, the question whether they have
been so negligent is a question for the jury. Whether the
evidence will, as a matter of law, warrant a verdict, cannot
be left to the jury.

We do not recommend the passage of the bill

House, Ho. 766.
House, Ho. 766, provides that in all cases where the court

ide the verdict of a jury, the reasons and grounds for
so doing shall be set forth in writing by the court. These
provisions are in no sense confined to the relations between
employer and employee, which was intended to be the scope
if the committee’s investigati but is one of general appli-

However, inasmuch as it
)ii

cation in the trials of all car
was specifically referred to the
ions as to it. There is no diffi
trials of causes calling for le£
ting aside of verdicts. If the
jury, the party to the cause
rendered, if he can assign any
should stand, any legal phase

jmmittee, we report our opin-
Ity, wrong or hardship in the
.ation in reference to the set-
ourt sets aside a verdict of a
whose favor the verdict was

is

in

issible reason why the verdict
f the evidence which in law

P 1

warranted the verdict rendered, can have the action of the
judge in setting aside the verdict corrected and the legality of
the verdict established, as the law and practice now is. If
there were any difficulty in the practice in courts along this
line, this bill would afford no remedy. Why are verdicts set
aside ? Because they are not w
this would be the reason given
aside. What good would it dc
in writing? Hone, as it seems

arranted by the evidence; and
by the court for setting them
to have that reason assigned
to the committee.

We therefore recommend that the bill be not enacted.
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House, Ho. 773.
House, No. 773, provides in its first section that where an

employee is injured, he or his representative shall have the
right to enter the premises wherein he was employed, and

the injury; and if this right is
r, whatever the evidence as to the causi

of tl :ction it provides that, if thejury. In it
the ways, works or machinery,suits from a defect irinjury r

the emi uch machinery until oppor-usm

iven, with similar penalties forr the exam inattunity

refu

.sage of this bill. It leavesWe cannot recommend the P
rsons, pretending to act inan opening for unauthorized

behalf of the injured employ
the place of employment; anc

to demand admission to
the right of entry must be

the employer, or gn at risk be run in the refusal.
The examination might be j nged, and great inconven

I yet the j arty making such examination
an interloper, and another party applying later

uld have to be admitted also for the same
along this line, it should bereason. If anything is done

in tl irm of a law authorizing justices of the Superior
grant to persons showing just cause and good faith(

le examination desired.
bill would be, in our opinion,The second section of the

ikes possible the shutting downabsolutely unjustified. It m

mployment to many op-of an entire plant and the 1
injury on some machine whichin case of a triflirrat n
lishment. It is easily conceivthe whole estalis t

ant, supplying the needs of an
some accident, be compelled to

able that an electric-light pi
right, through

shut down and a city be left in darkness until this examina-
tion had been made. The question as to whether the ways,
works and machinery were defective or not is a question

presumed; and to make p.to be decicl trial, an

and many employees and greatto employer

by such legislation would beinconvenience to the public



tliorc
donei

bad policy, and entirely
nted to your committee.

udily unjustified by any evi-
presc

We therefore recommend the passage of the followingre recommenc
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An Act to Safeguard the Interests of Injured Employe*

1 Any justice of the superior court may, upon pet
mdinary language that the servant or employee of ary

redm, person, corporation or association h

I in the course of his employment, through some defect in the
ys, works or machinery owned or used by the employer, and■wavs, works or machinery

tc

ured ,rc

chinery through whose defect the injury occurred should be made,whose detect the injury

9 au- nt an order directing the employ

I ways, works or machinery to permit the pe10
I order to make such exa:11

it forth in the112

CHARLES D. B. FISK
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
THOMAS PATTISON.
SAMUEL ROSS.
daniel j. McDonald.
FRANCIS .1. FENNELLY

WILLIAM 11. FEIKEE
WILLIAM OTIS FAXON
WILLIAM W. CLAEKI
WILLIAM TURTLE
ELMER C. POTTER
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mprised in two bills, House,
These bills seek to amend theRo. 366

, i.e., section 22 of chapter 106 of the Revised
n part as follow

nd motormen who are
ay company shall not

vv the length of a work day for any class
pation is primarily an ethical and sec-
question ; it must be determined whether
or moral condition of men in any trade,

i of the hours of labor would
in wages; how such a reduc-
public; whether the corpora-
lat lack of adequate accommo-
d result.
he inevitable approach of a
at day has been established
f the nation, the State, the
public-service corporation, re-
the State, would naturally be
■rk day.

r ork cannot be limited by law.
roposed law, recognizing this
so limit them, but does pur-

I

TO REGULATE HOURS OF LABOR OR STREET
RAILWAYS.
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pose to limit the hours which rtain corporations shall re
quire men to work

The only ground on which it would be lawful to limit the
ich men in such servi d to work

is that of public safety, and no case was made, showing that
public safety requires that the hours should be so limited.
Testimony has been received that accid
long hours which the motorme n work. The instances are very

isolated, and there is no eviden nor can it be believed, that
any accident has happenec the motorman had only-

y for rest and recreation. Atwelve consecutive hours in a d
mires, or yvould be increased,conclusion that public safety r

by' a reduction in the hours b nd the present law, is un
obeyed, no danger towarranted. If the present

1, and little fault will bepublic safety will be experien
found.

al gentlemen appeared, whoIn favor of these bills seve
advocated the change, and a card was presented, issued by
the Boston Elevated Railway Companv, which, by signin

man who desired to work beyond tl
legal time limit could do so, and for all such extra time they
received additional compensation

Since the signing of this card legalized their working out
side the time specified in the statutes, the same methods could
be pursued in any event.

The fact is, that the desire to earn more than a day’s pay
instigates men to work overtime

Under the proposed bills the men are to be allowed to
inpany, wdiile the servicework, if they 7 desire, and th

required it, will find men who are willing to work the hours
required in the service.

To limit the hours of labor on the ground that public
safetv required it when public safety did not require it,
or when it was not shown that it did require it, would be
absolute injustice, both to the street railway companies and
to the men in the employ. In this service, as in all others,
the requirements of the service and the willingness of the
men to labor will determine the hours of labor; and the State
should not interfere with the freedom of either party as to
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labor, unless public safety or the general w
rare of the community requires it.

The committee therefore does not r«
lation compelling a shorter day be enacted, and no legislation
ihort of actual compulsion would affect the hours

in this class of service.
WILLIAM IT. FEIKEE
WILLIAM O. FAXOX.
WILLIAM TURTLE.
ELMER C. POTTER.
CHARLES I). B. FISK
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
THOMAS PATTISOXL
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The history of labor legislation shows that the employer
has always been reluctant to reduce the hours of labor of
his employee, and has only done so when the associated

his employees made refusal no longer possible.
When machinery was first used in industrial enterprises,
the day’s work was from sunrise to sunset, because the ma-
chinery could not be operated longer, on account of the
absence of artificial light. When illuminating gas was dis-
covered, machinery was introduced extensively, and man was
compelled to -work as long as tired nature would permit.
Innumerable accidents and the slaughter of men and women
became so shocking that an agitation was started for a shorter
day. It was met with bitter opposition on the part of the
manufacturers, who contended that it was inviting bank-
ruptcy and ruin. Space does not permit a history of the
struggle which gradually resulted in the reduction of the
hours of labor from fourteen to sixteen hours a day to twelve,
from twelve to ten, and finally from ten to the eight-hour
day which generally prevails throughout this Commonwealth
o-day. Few if any manufacturers could be found at this
ime who would return to the old conditions, and fewer still

who would have the hardihood to argue that the dem
for shorter hours has not Justified itself.

In any reduction of the hours of the work day it
wise that the Commonwealth and the cities should first try
the experiment, as being best able to bear the burden, if this
be a burden. After the Commonwealth and municipalities,
the public-service corporations should surely follow. Pub-
lic-service corporations owe much to the piiblic. They are

iven invaluable franchises at their inception, and their
iry life depends on public patronage. Their first and last

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT AS TO HOURS OE
LABOR OR STREET RAILWAYS.
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■mfort, the convenience andconsideration should be for the
mployees are part of thethe welfare of the public. Th

that created and gave thempublic, and part of the power
employees, therefore, are nottheir existence. Public-service
f an individual or a privateon a plane with the workman
as of right to the best hours,
nditions, consistent with the
iness in which they are en-

corporation. They are enti
the best
uccessful operation of the I

reet railway employees worlgaged. And yet we find rh

other workman, and when theylonger hours than almost any
y are met with the same altru-shorter work day the

ivanced since the beginningments tl
iitions for thagitation for better con

of the street railway enided that the pay
argument was used when thewill be reduced. This same

day was made; yet wageand for a shorter w
casing constantly since. Itbeen ir

ind it impossible to arrangil
ales so that the men may work a full day. The

ing was said when a day 7 of ten hours in twelve we
into opera

tion. In the struggle to compel street railways to equij
witl

■d. The law was passed, however,

nc

S

If
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induct their respective affairsquarryman can successfully
3U an eight-hour basis, ther appears no reason why street

railways should not do the sar
We know that among; the w irkinsr classes men have become

more temperate by reason more leisure; that with added
leisure has come mental ar 1 moral improvement, more of

en and wives, and more of thethe companionship of childre
sunshine and joy of life. Ir

n

much as it seems that noth-
ing’ but good can result fre h legislation, we recommend
the passage of the following bill

Aisr Act relative to the Ho Labor for Conductors ax
Motorjiex eh Street Railway Coaipanh

B.

1 S died sixty-three of the acts of
reby amended by striking outIred six iv

v-tive and insertii in place thereof the follow
A day’s work f r all conductors and motormen

who are employed by or ilf of y company
6 shall not exceed nine hours, a
7 employer that it shall be perf

id shall 1 by the
rmed withii at ivc

irs. No officer or agent of 1 requirany such cor

r a day’s9 from said employees mo urs w

10 labor; threat of loss of employe t or threat to obstruct or pr
11 vent the obtaining of employn t by the employees, or threat

ure, shall bi12 to refrain from employing an employe
iring ” within the meaning of this13 considered coercion and

14 section; but on legal holiday Sundays, and in case of acei-

xtra labor may be performed for
■t railway company which fails or

15 dent or unavoidable delay
l(i extra compensation. A

provisions of this section shall be
than twenty-five or more than one

17 neglects to comply with the
18 punished by a fine of not les;

liars for each offe ice. The provisions of this section
Is existing upon the date of the20 shall not affect written eontr

21 passage of this act

1 Section 2. This act shall ake effect upon its passag

W

daniel j. McDonald.
FRANCIS J. FENNELLY

SAMUEL ROSS.
ILLIAM W. CLARKE

1. Chapter four
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The committee desires to express its sympathy for the
family of Edward Cohen, the late lamented president of
the State Branch American Federation of Labor, who was
shot to death by an irresponsible maniac in the anteroom of
the Executive Chamber at a time when the committee was
holding an executive session in its room on the floor below.
It notes with pleasure that Secretary-Treasurer I). D. Dris-

coll, who was the victim of the same maniac, is now out of
danger, and records its gratification that Arthur 11. Huddell
most fortunately escaped serious injury.

All three of these gentlemen took a most important part
in the hearings before the committee, and were foremost in
advocating the passage of certain labor measures, and untiring
in their efforts to furnish the committee with information
as to conditions which seemed to them to call for legislative
relief. Their presentation of labor’s cause was able, and the
manner of it always courteous.

The committee unanimously voted that this resolution be
incorporated in its report, and that copies of the same be
sent to the family of the late Edward Cohen, to Mr. D. D.
Driscoll and Mr. Arthur M. II

LLIAM 11. FEIKER
TAM OTIS FAXON

WILLIAM W. CLARK!
WILLIAM TURTLE.

R C. POTTEI
CHARLES D. B. FISK.
WILLIAM E. WEEKS.
THOMAS PATTI SON
SAMUEL ROSS.
daniel .1. McDonald.
FRANCIS J. FENNELL!

RESOLUTIONS REGARDING EDWARD S. COHEN,
D. D. DRISCOLL AND ARTHUR M. HUDDELL.
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Company v. Local Assembly 1552, K. of L.Andrews We

De

ipon the plaintiff’s motion for aThis cause came on to be heard
temporary injunction, and after d hearing of counsel in considera-

;d and adiu d that an injunction issue peti-tion
deni irther order of this court or some

ng respondents, namely, A. E,
Maynard, Thomas O’Donnell, I jamin Waldman, Edward Holli-

iderson, Carl Anderson, Charleswood, Walter Anderson, Arthur
Lynch, George Bettes, Joseph B. Dick, William La Point, Abra-
ham La Point and Winton Murphy and each and every one of them,
their agents and servants, from terfering with the petitioner’s
bush d other approaches to or in the

the petitioner, a factory in thevicinity of the premises occupied I
ity of Everett, for the purpose of preventing any person or persons

who now are or may
entering the same, fi-

its employment, or desirous of
ll - continuing in it; or by ob-

any others in enteringstructing or

r leaving the petitioner’s said ■mises; or by intimidating by
threats or otherwise any person or persons who now are or mayv

hereafte i the employment of the petitioner, or desirous of
entering the same, from entering it or continuing in it; or by any

racy among themselves or with others, organized

for the purpose of annoyi interfering with or p:
venting any person or persons who now are or may hereafter be in
the emf plaint entering it or fromr desir

uing' there:
Bv irt, Feb. 27, 1906,

3620 Ec

No. 264. International Associa-Napier Motor Company v. I
ton of Machinists, et al.

id Interim Inju.

you are hereby notified to appear before some one of the
of this court at the equity session, and show cause why in-

n should not issue as prayed for in said bill of complaint;

APPENDIX.
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such hearing, you, the said rethe mean time and until
agents, your attorneys and coun-spondents, and each of you, your

f them are strictly enjoined andand each and every one
ded to desist and refrain from patrolling the streetrefra

front of or near the complainant’s manufactory or sale
assaulting, intimidating or irroom; from detaining, threats
the complainant’s employe*isany way attemptms .turn

and from any way interfering with the conduct of business by th>
conducted by it; and from annoynt as now carried on, or
person or persons who now are

y hereafter become employees of the complainant, or desirous
into any contract relations with it,

or interfering with such person or persons in entering or leaving
and from conspiring or contriving.the complainant’s said premis*

by threats or intimidations, annoy, hinder, threaten with or
y person or persons, firms or corporations from enteri

:o business relations with said complainant or from continuir

tinuins: ad interim in-March 1, 1906. Interlocut

Equity, 1906,

Rag Workers oi
Nr aI

InjunctInterlocutory De
upon the return ofh1 at tar

Id not be

■ach of the parties, on considerationr

r prev(

ireafter become
to any cor

reof; and from in any way

with such persons or

3 fl-l

fiv with 3 plaintiff 3u

me 21, 1906,
190(
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MiSaji Boston Typographical UnionCOMPANY
al■t

D. In junrtio:

This cause came on to I
tice to show cause why ini

ard on the return of an order of
on should not issue; and after hear-

d •uments of counsel, on ccing the testimony of w
sideration thereof it is ordered judged and decreed that a writ of

ing and restraining the individualtemporary injunction in

respondents, individually and as
Typographical Union, No. 13, th

■ers and members of the Boston
ir agents and servants, from inter-

iring with the plaintiff’s bush by printing', publishing or cir-
ublished or circulated, a certaining to be printed,

lar purporting tc be signed “ Boston Typographical
Union, by Thomas M. Nolan,” ai

a copy whereof is annexed to I
ntitled “ Boston City Directory,”
bill of complaint; or any other
ended or designed to deprive the
persons or corporations desirous

i

ustomers, or to pi

with the
plaintiff from so ck ction to continue until
rder of the court

By the court, April 13, 190f
36 Equity, 1906
Circular referrec plaint is as follows: “ Organized

üblication; fair-minded businesslabor does not patronize u P

Dirmen will not. The Boston City sctory for 1906 is unfair

John Miller and William Miller v. Frederick J. Kneeland et al.
Writ of Injunction.

We, therefore, in consideration of the premises, do strictly enjoin
and command yon, the said respondents, and each of yon and all and
every the persons before named, to desist and refrain from wilfully
and unlawfully intimidating and preventing persons from remair
and entering the employment of the complainants; and from wil-
fully and unlawfully intimidating and threatening the customers of

ainants and the busine said customers if such customers
and trade with the complainants; and from posting false.

malicious and libelous placards signs, notices and posters of and
designed to prevent the public and
with the complainants, and their
trade and business relations with

ing the complainants, and
the persons from doing business
customers from continuing their
the complainants; and from distributing malicious and libelous cards
and hand-bills; and from driving through the public streets of the



IHOB
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their and each of their committee
servants, bo and they each are her

i, members, associates, agents and
by enjoined and restrained:
hindering, by any threats, or in-
■oereion, any person now in the
aintiffs from remaining in such
by any threat or intimidation or
who may desire to enter into the

1. From injuring, molesting or
timidations or by any kind of
employment of either of the p
employment; and from hindering,
any kind of coercion, any person
employment of either of the plaintiffs

From injuring or molesting, by any threat or intimidation or
by any kind of coercion, any person, firm or corporation who have
been or desire to be the customers of either of the plaintiffs from

r in any way interfering in theintmnme to be such customer

usiness of any such customers with the view or purpose of pr
venting or hindering such person, firm or corporation in the sale of
beer made by the plaintiff or either of them

3. From publishing, circulating or exhibiting any card or notice
e or similar in purport or effect to Exhibit No. 1, referred to in

the masters’ report; and from maintaining such cards or notices by
which the goods of the plaintiff have been sold; or by representing
or causing to be represented to the public, or to dealers in beer,
that the beer made by the plaintiffs is .“unfair,” and from intim-
idating or hindering or molesting any person in the purchase of
such bee:

893 Equity

The first exhibit in these papers is entitled, “Replying to state'
ment made by the master brewers. Reference is made to the circular
letter dated May 24, 1902, issued by the master brewers of Boston.
Statements therein refuted.”

R. S. Brine v. Brotherhood Teamsters et al.

Writ of Injunction.

We, therefore, in consideration of the premises, do strictly enjoin
and command you, the said respondents, and each of you and all and
every person before named, to desist and refrain from patrolling
the sidewalks or streets in front or in vicinity of the premises
occupied or used by the complainant in its business; and from
assaulting the complainant’s officers, employees or drivers, or in any
way interfering with the conduct of business by the complainant as
now carried on and conducted by it, in the public streets or other-
wise; and from intimidating, by threats or with physical force or
violence, any of its drivers or employees, or any person or persons
who now are or may hereafter be in its employment, or desirous of

itering the same, from entering or continuing in it; or by obstruct-

the court, Aug. 20,1002.
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jns or any others in entering oring or interfering with such j:
implainant’s management ofleaving complainant's premises, or

the complainant’s employees of
ouspiracy among themselves or

its business, or the performance I
their work; or by any schen:

f annoying, hindering, inter-with others, organized for the purj
m or persons who now are or mayfering with or preventing any per

the complainant, or desirous ofhereafter be in the employmen
entering the same, from- entering it or from continuing therein; or

from conspiring or continuing, by threats or intimidations, to pre-
vent any person or persons, Anns or corporations from doing busi-

injunction to continue in force untilness with the complainant. Thii
Jan. 27, 1902.
By the court, Jan. 24, 1902.

658 Equity.

Fifty-ninth Congress, First

H. R. 1 44(

rre Bill.]

Representatives, April 20, 1906.In the House oe

iuced the following bill; which wasMr. Pearre (by request) intrc
referred to the Committee on Ju .eiary and ordered to be printed.

A Bill to regulate the Issuance of Restraining Orders and
Injunctions and Procedure thereon, and to limit the Mean-

ain Caseng of “ Conspira <

d House of Representatives of theBe it enacted by the Senate a
Assembled, That no restrainingUnited States of America in C

ted by any court of the United■rrder or
lereof, in any ease between an em-States, or a judge or the judges

ployer and an employee or betw employers and employees, or be
ms, or between persons employedtween employees, or between pe

to labor and persons seeking nployment as laborers, or beng

tween persons seeking employment as laborers, or involving or
growing out of a dispute concerning terms or condition

prevent irreparable injury tomployr

the party making the applicrty rightproperty or tc

ion, for which injury there is no adequate remedy at law, and such
property or property right must be particularly described in tl
application, which must be in writing and sworn to by the appli
■ant or by his, her, or its agent or attorney. And for the purq

ue the relation of employe
ation with any particular

person or persons, or at all, or to carry on business of any particular
shall be construed, held,
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considered, or treated as property or as constituting a property
right.

Sec. 2. That in cases arising in the courts of the United States
or coming before said courts, or before any judge or the judges
thereof, no agreement between two or more persons concerning the
terms or conditions of employment of labor, or the assumption or
creation, or termination of any relation between employer or em-
ployee, or concerning any act or thing to be done or not to be done
with reference to or involving or growing out of a labor dispute shall
constitute a conspiracy or other criminal offense or be punished or
prosecuted as such unless the act or thing agreed to be done or not
to be done would be unlawful if done by a single individual, nor
shall the entering into or the carrying out of any such agreement be
restrained or enjoined unless such act or thing agreed to be done
would be subject to be restrained or enjoined under the provisions,
limitations, and definition contained in the first section of this act.

Sec. 3. That all Acts and parts of Acts in conflict with the provi-
f this Act are hereby repeale

JUNCTION

lly injunct

1 personal visits were made to
ut the Commonwealth. Outside

a.13(1.

agh

not be said that the petitions for
The inquiry was made as to the

Suffolk and ities, it

•y numer

ports from clerks are sumissues during the last six years

marized below
d in the county.Barnstable County. Noi ■r

amber and character of inBristol County. Relative tc
junctions in labor matters rom our court within six years

,y e been able to ascertain no such
either the Supreme Judicial Court
ty during said period.

would say that so far as we ha
injunctions have been granted by
or the Superior Court in this cou

Dukes County. In the last s s: years I find docket entry of but
the “ temporary ” injunction madefour, and in neither of those wa

permanent

Essex County. The following cases have been before the

J. T. Bradley et ah. No. 2001J. H. Horne & Sons Company
of January, 1907.

E. T. Reynolds et ali v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters et als.
Pending Eq. 116.

any v. Machinists Union No. 471W. J. Young Machinery Com]:
•t als. Pending. Eq, 117.

Essex Machine Company v. same. Pending. Eq. 118.
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c

Bo;
Eu

lon Machine Works Compa y et ali v. same. Pendii
an Delaney et als. Pending. Eq,A. Hennessey et al. v. J

Ipswich Mills v. Charles Andros, S. J. C. 1139. Pend
Walton & Log’an Company v. 1. Boynton Armstrong et als. No,

Patrick J. Harney et ali v. same. No. 2566 of 1904.
Daniel A. Donovc No. 2567 of 1904

ame. No. 2568 of 19(Corcora

George W. Herrick et ali v. same. No. 2569 of 1906,
Company v. same. No. 2570 of 1906.

Walter H. Tuttle et al. v. same. No. 2571 of 1906.
Arthur E. Gloyd v. same. No. 2572 of 1906,
Henry S. Morse et al. v. same. No. 2573 of 190
Watson Shoe Company v. same. No. 2574 of 190f
Briggs Carriage Company v. The Local No. 27, International Car

Wagon Workers Union. No. 2576r 6 of 190:r

No. 2577 of 190:arc

W rH. Hume et al. v. same. No. 2578 of 1903.
George IT ;ame. No. 2579 of 190:

yet al. v. same. No. 2580 of 1903,No,

Lambert Hollander v. same. Nc
mas C. Miller et al. v. same. No. 2582 c

Charles N. Dennett et al. v. same. No. 2583 of 190319i

James Neal et al. v. same. No. 2584 of 1903,

Nc
. Merri No,

Bid & Smart (

In the Horne, Reynolds, Walton & Logan, Harney and Dc avail

id.
I County. Din-ins' the nast ten vears we have had

I muchy r
bill dealing with a

Hampden County. There 1 n the Superior Court
ar 1900

ar 1900, the case of Paul J.
Henry K. Woods, president, et als.,

by

'V

No injur

Court and a decree in favor of the plaintiffs, upon an
fendants to the Supreme Judicial Court, that court
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c

handed down a rescript in favor f the plaintiffs. The case is fully
irts.
Valve Manufacturing Company v.
& Harris Machine Tool Company
oke Machine Company v. Wm. T.

reported in the Massachusetts repc
The other cases are: Chapman

John P. O’Connell et als.; Bausch
v. John M. Hannon et als.; Holy

Prendergast et als.; J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company v. John H.
Gilmartin et als.; and National Blank Book Company v. Max Hoff-
mann et als

In all of these cases except Holyoke Machine Company v. Wm. T.
Prendergast et als. the plaintiffs secured injunctions enjoining and
restraining the defendants from interfering with the plaintiff’s busi-
ness by patrolling the sidewalk or street in front of or in the vicinity
of the premises occupied by the plaintiff, for the purpose of pre-
venting any person or persons who are now or who may hereafter
be in its employment, or desirous of entering into and continuing
in the same; or by obstructing or interfering with such persons,
or any others, in entering or leaving the plaintiff’s said premises
or by intimidating, by threats, threatening gestures or otherwise, any
person or persons who are now or who may hereafter be in the
employment of the plaintiff, or desirous of entering into or con-
tinuing in the same, from entering in or continuing in the same; or
by any conspiracy among themselves or with others, organized for
the purpose of annoying, hindering, interfering with or preventin
any person or persons who are now or may hereafter be in the
employment of the plaintiff, or desirous of entering the same, from
entering or from continuing therein.

Hampshire County. We have in the last six years had twenty-
eight injunctions filed; the majority are of the class typified by this
one of which I enclose a copy.

Middlesex County. As to injunctions in labor matters issued from
the courts in Middlesex, I can recall but one injunction issued from
this county in labor matters. This case is No. 1627 in Equity,
Superior Court, M. Frank Lucas et als. v. Martin Chivers et ah
In this case injunction was issued June 5, 1907, against certain of the
defendants named as members of
Natick and Watertown, restraining
complainants’ business, and from pi
from inducing any person or person
complainants.

carpenters’ unions in Newton,
them from interfering with the
eketing or patrolling streets and

> from making contracts with the

have any injunctions from thisNantucket County. We do not
;ourt. We have issued none in fifteen years,

Norfolk County. Not more than three such injunctions have been
issued in this county during the past six years, and these three cases,
all of which were begun in 1906 and injunctions issued in that year,
are as follows, the numbers being the numbers on the Superior Court
docket:

No. 4220. J. Stearns Cushing v. Samuel Brown et al. (Norwood
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4.

4;

Typographical Union.) Bill filed Feb. 7, 1906; injunction issued
Feb. 12, 1906.

No. 4268. J. Stearns Cushing v. International Typographical
Union et al. Bill filed March 17, 1906; injunction issued March
22, 1906.

No. 4393. Cochrane Manufacturing Company v. Tapestry Weav-
ers Union No. 529. Bill filed June 13, 1906; injunction issued July
3, 1906.

Worcester County. During the period of six years there have
been only four or five such cases. These four or five were brought
at the same time, in November, 1904, by owners of foundries in
Worcester, against the Moulders Union. These cases came before
the courts on two or three occasions on questions of law; the cases
were never tried on their merits, and were disposed of by agreement
of counsel dismissing the bills in November, 1906.

Memorandum Master Builders Association, in re Strikes,
1902-1907.

Work- I In- p . ,

Case, men em- Strikes. Cause. ■ junctions rantea

ployed. ( sought. or not '

I, 160 1 Recognition, 1 Pending.
2 30 None, - -

3, ..... 100 6 Recognition,
4, 3 None, -

-

5, 10 1 Recognition, 1 Granted.
6, 100 None,
7, 100 None, - -

8, 25 5 Recognition, None,
9, 30 1 Unknown, .

10, 40 1 Recognition, None,11, 450 6 Recognition, 1 Granted.
12, 25 None, - - -

13, 5 to 35 None, - -

14, 25 None, - - -

15, 60 3 Recognition,
16, 150 2 Recognition,
17, 30 3 Recognition,
18, 40 to 50 None, -

- -

19 30 None, - -

20, 50 1 Recognition, None,
21, 80 4 Recognition,
22 18 None, -

- -

23 10 None, -
-

24 60 2 Recognition, None,
25, 50 2 Recognition, 1 Granted.
26 12 None, -

- -

27, 15 None, -
- -

28. . . . . 15 1 Recognition. None.

450 N

Nc

R.
Recognition, Nc

N

41
10 N




